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We have sampled the diffuse 157.74 pm CCIIa emission from the
Galaxy at several galactic longitudes near the galactic plane including
complete scans across the plane at RII = 2.16 0 and J I = 7.28°. The
observed ECI13 emission profiles follow closely the nearby I2CO (J=1+0)
emission profiles. The $CII] emission probably arises in neutral photo-
dissociation regions near the edges of giant molecular clouds (GMC`s).
These regions have densities - 350 cm- 3
 and temperatures T - 300°K,
and amount to - 4x10 8 MG of hydrogen in the inner Galaxy. We estimate
the total 157,74 pm luminosity of the Galaxy to be-- 6 x107 L0. The
volume filling factor of the CC11] emitting regions is 	 10"3.
We have also made estimates of the galactic emission in other far-
Infrared (FIR) cooling lines. We find the EC113 line to be the dominant
FIR emission line from the galaxy and the primary coolant for the warm
i
neutral gas near the galactic plane. Other FIR cooling lines predicted
to be prominent in the galactic spectrum include the 51.82 pm and 88.36
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pm fine structure lines of 0111 and the 63,17 pm and 145.53 pm [OI] fine
I	 ^
structure lines. The 0111 lines are principal coolants for the ionized
gas while the 01 lines are significant coolants for the warm neutral
gas. i
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We have also measured the 145.53 gm C013 emission line from the
Orion Nebula with both a 1 1 4' beam centered on the Trapezium and a
7'x7 beam encompassing most of the Orion Nebula. By comparing our
measured 145.53 pm intensity with previous measurements of the 63.17 Fun
10i3 and 157.79 µm [CI13 intensities we determine that these three cool-
ing lines all arise in the warm (T - 350°K) dense (nH " 2.3x105
cm«3 ) carbon photodissociation region just beyond the ionization front
separating the compacc HII region from the molecular cloud. We find the
53.17 µm radiation to be self-absorbed with line center optical depth
v - 2 and Doppler width (full"width-ihalf-maximum)" 3.2 km s»1.
We have made these measurements using both NASA's Gear Jet facility
and Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). The Lear observations were made
using a liquid helium cooled grating spectrometer which has been fitted
with stressed Ge:Ga photoconductive detectors. This instrument is sen-
sitive in the spectral range 100 gm $ % < 195 µm with a spectral resolu-
tion R _ %/A% " 200. For the KAO observations, we use a modified
version of our grating spectrometer as an order sorter for our lamellar
grating interferometer, with which we have achieved spectral resolutions
In excess of 2000.
The analysis of the [C11] and [013 lines presented in this thesis
is a more sophisticated treatment of previous work which has appeared in
the Astrophysical Journal (Stacey et al. 1983a,b and 1985).
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"We changed again, and yet again, and now it was too late
and too far to go back, and I went on. And the mists had
solemnly risen now, and the whole world lay spread before me."
Pip- in Charles Dickens' Great Expectations
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CHAPTER I,
INTRODUCTION
The far-infrared (FIR) may be loosely defined as those wavelengths
in the electromagnetic spectrum lying between 20 and 300 gm.	 Spectro-
scopic work done at wavelengths beyond 300 gm, often termed "submilli-
meter", is distinguished from FIR spectroscopy„ in that submillimeter
t
radiation is usually detected with coherent techniques, analogous to
s
heterodyne receivers in use in mcadern radio astronomy. 	 In contrast,
- s
until very recently, most spectroscopy done in the FIR has been done with
incoherent devices in combination with optical filtering techniques.
Instruments in current use for FIR spectroscopy include grating spectro-
meters, Fabry-Perot interferometers, Michelson interferometers and the
r
lamellar grating interferometer discussed in this thesis,	 The various y
devices have their advantages and disadvantages which we discuss in l
Chapter 2.	 1
,I
There is a wealth of astronomical information to be gained through
studies in the FIR.	 The FIR is unique in several
	
respects:
I ^
?	 1) Objects as different as planets and quasars emit the bulk of
-their radiant energy in the FIR, and show the peak of their spectral
emission at wavelengths longward of 20 gm,
E
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2) The FIR is unhindered by the extinction problems which plague the
optical and near infrared astronomers. 'typical grain sizes in the
general interstellar medium (ISM) are - *1 [n so the Galaxy is
virtually transparent to FIR radiation. Regions totally obscured to
optical observers, such as the galactic center, are accessible to FIR
experimenters.
3) The FIR is filled with emission lines produced through collision-
al excitation of atoms, ions and molecules with low-lying energy states.
These lines are usually optically thin, and have excitation temperatures
30' < T s 600°K. Thus, these lines are sensitive temperature probes in
the intermediate temperature regimes associated with low-velocity shock
or ionization fronts or warm neutral gas. The optical lines are not
excited in such low temperature regimes, while the radio emitting levels
are largely populated according to their statistical weights and are
therefore insensitive to temperature.
4) In high temperature ionized gas regions, the FIR emitting level
populations are temperature insensitive and determined primarily by the
densities in the emitting regions (Chapter 3). The FIR lines provide
excellent density probes for these regions.
Unfortunately, the Earth's atmosphere is largely opaque in the FIR
due to the omnipresent molecule, HzO. However, the column density of
water vapor declines dramatically with increasing altitude, decreasing by
a factor. of - 600 as one ascends from mountaintop altitudes (4.2 km) to
aircraft altitudes (14 km) (Traub and Stier 1976). Thus, one is -able to
pursue sensitive observations in the FIR from NASA's two airborne obser-
vatories, the Lear Jet facility and Kuipef AiF INrne Observatory (KAO),
3Tne Lear Jet is the smaller of these two observatories, containing a
30 cm f16.5 telescope mounted in an open port in the airplane's fuse-
lage.	 The power ,incident on detectors from an infrared source whose
angular extent, 6tg, is greater than the telescope beam, ctT, is
proportional , to Asir where A is the surface area of the telescope
primary mirror.	 The second law of thermodynamics requires that this j
j
^	 product be a constant for any diffraction limited telescope regardless of
aperture size.
	
Thus, for diffuse emission regions, the light gathering
t
power of the Lear Jet telescope is the same as that for the much larger
telescope aboard the KAO.	 Furthermore, the larger chopper throw of the
Lear Jet permits observations of more extended regions (see Section
2.1).	 Thus, for observations of extended sources of emission (e.g. r
galactic plane observations -- see Chapter 4) we use the Lear Jet
1
facility.
For sources of angular extent, QS , smaller than the telescope
beam size, sal, the power incident on our detectors is proportional to
AOS .	 Thus, for sources which do not fill the 4'x7' beam of the Lear {
Jet, the 91 cm telescope aboard the KAO has up to ten times the light
gathering power of the Lear telescope. 	 The KAO is a much larger facility
j	 (being a modified C141A Starlifter) and thus may accommodate a host of
experimenters and crew in addition to larger instrument packages on the
telescope.	 Therefore, for high spatial resolution
	
'xl') measure..- II
ments, or for measurements of point sources, we use the KAO facility.
Observations reported in this work come from both the Lear Jet and
KAO facilities.	 Lear Jet observations were made with a liquid helium
cooled grating, spectrometer, which is essentially an improved version of
'i
ern
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the spectrometer first described by Houck and Ward (1979), We have
installed stressed Ge., Ga detectors in this system which gives us sensi-
tivity in the spectral range 100 pm S % S 195 pm. We have also improved
system sensitivity through the implementation of new detector designs and
manufacturing techniques and the installation of low noise J-FETs in the
first stage electronics.
The additional space available aboard the KAO allows us to employ a
lamellar grating interferometer for our KAO observations. We use the
grating spectrometer as an order sorter for the resolution achieving
interferometric stage. The spectrometer used for KAO observations is
Identical to that used for Lear observations except that the 1`16.5 Lear
optics have been replaced with f/17 optics to match the beam of the KAO
(Melnick 1981). Our instruments are described in detail in Chapter 2.
The first astronomical detection of a FIR fine structure line was
	
f
the observation of the 88 pm C0I1I3 line emanating from the M17 (Ward et
al. 1975). Since then, a host of FIR fine-structure and molecular
rotational transitions have been observed in emission and absorption from
interstellar clouds. A compendium of FIR fine structure Lines is
presented in the Appendix.
The FIR fine structure Lines arise in atoms with 1, 2, 4, or 5 equi-
valent p electrons. The spin-orbit (L-S) interaction splits terms of
total spin, S, and total orbital angular momentum, L, into a set of fine
structure levels, each of which represents a different value for the
_	 t
total angular momentum vector J, determined by the vector addition of -L	 {
and S. Since transitions among states of different J involve no change
in the electronic spin or orbital angular momentum, they are forbidden to
'i
f
5electric dipole radiation. Magnetic dipole transitions, however, are
allowed, and as such the excited states are metastable with lifetimes of
the order of days. The excited levels may thus be co111sionally depopu-
lated in dense (nHI > 106 CM-3) regions. We discuss the physics of
fine structure line emission and radiative transport in interstellar
clouds in Chapter 3.
Since the FIR fine-structure lines are generally optically thin and
collisionally excited at low densities, they serve as excellent coolants
for the general ISM (see Section 3.3), The dominant coolants for warm (T
>„ 70°K) low density (nH - 106 cm- 3 ) neutral clouds are the fine struc-
ture lines of the astrophysically abundant species CII and 01. As col-
lapsing clouds must go through these temperature and density ranges when
forming protostars, studies of the CCII] and COIF lines in star formation
regions should lead to a better understanding of how stars are formed
from interstellar gas. We have measured the 3Pp » 3P 1 (145,53 pm) [013
transition in the Orion Nebula, believed to be a region of active star
formation. In Chapter 5, we incorporate this measurement with previous
measurements of the 3P3/2 » 3P1/2 (157,74 µm) [CII] fine structure
line to build a model for the warm neutral regions just outside the
ionization front in Orion.
The primary thrust of this work, the measurement of the 157 µm CCIII
emission from the Galaxy is contained in Chapter 4. Most of the mass in
the galactic interstellar 'medium is contained within atomic or molecular
hydrogen clouds, Neutral clouds near the galactic plane are probably
enveloped in warm (T - 300 °K) low density (nHI < 10 3 cm"3)"11CII"
Y
f
i
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l
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regions generated by the ionizing effects of the interstellar radiation
-
^^	 field (see Section 4.3). 	 The dominant cooling transition for these warm
U	 neutral regions is the CCII3 fine structure line at 167.74 gm, with a
I	 lesser contribution from the 63,17 pm COI1 Tine.
	 We have sampled diffuse
EC113 emission from the Galaxy at several galactic longitudes including
complete scans at All m 2.16° and ,III a 7.286 .	 These measurements
'	 allow us to deduce that the C0113 emission arises predominantly from the
i
I^	 edges of giant molecular clouds within the solar circle and that there j
are knotlike features in the CC113 emission.
	 We are able to estimate i
temperatures and densities in the emitting regions and estimate the 1CI13
!
luminosity and the total CC113 emitting mass of the Galaxy.
	 We also
}
Y	
predict the galactic luminosity of other FIR and submillimeter emission {
lines.	 We conclude that the [CII] line is the dominant FIR emission line
In the Galaxy and the primary coolant for the warm neutral gas.
-f
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CHAPTER 2
INSTRUMENTS
i
i
21, Introduction,
The primary design consideration for any FIR spectrometer is the
detection of the maximum number of astrophysically Interesting spectral	
t	 ;
lines in the minimum time. Detection of these lines is hampered by the
fact that the atmosphere, being a good absorber of infrared photons, is
also a copious emitter of infrared photons. In addition to this 'sky'
i
	 background the telescope and telescope cavities are also good infrared
emitters, adding to the background flux. Let us investigate the nature 	 l
of this background, i
If we assume the background emitters behave like a graybody of
emissivity ev at temperature, T, then the total number of background 	 ,!
photons at frequencies, v, absorbed by the detector per unit time, in 	
^j
frequency interval dv is:
Nv 9 'wnvBVevAn dv /hv
where	
`.
By =;Planck blackbody function,
	 -
nv = quantum efficiency of the detector, i.e.,	 y
# photons absorbed : # photons incident on the
detector;
7
8Tv n transmission of helium cooled optics
An R aperture » solid angle product of the optical
system (in the Ideal, diffraction limited case 	 M:
An a 3.7 X2 cm^ sr)
h Planck's constant.
In terms of the system resolution, R a v/dv we have
Nv = nVTVcuBvAq/hR
For the present calculation, we assume ev is given roughly by the
emissivity of the sky at I5U qm and at aircraft altitude-of 41,0001;
ev a .25 (Traub and Stier 1975). Taking a "typical" transmission for
a grating spectrometer TV " .$, detector quantum efficiency nv
.15, and a sky temperature T ~ 25U°K we have:
Nv ., (4x10 11 )/R photons/sec
If we let R # 2UU we Will 'have Nv - 2x1U9 photons /sec. In con-
trast, from an especially strong continuum source at 150 um we might
detect ~ 10e photons/sec at this resolution, and from a strong line at
this wavelength we might detect 1x107 photons/sec. Thus, we are faced
with the problem of detecting source radiation which is at least a
factor of 50 weaker than the background radiation.- The procedures
generally employed to compensate for this large thermal background are
called "chopping" and "nodding". The'Oassegrain telescope secondary
I
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mirrors on both the Lear Jet and KAO are designed to wobble in•a square
I
1
i
}i
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wave pattern thus causing the beam alternately to look at two portions
of the sky, If one places the FIR source in one of the two beams, the
result will be an oscillating photon flux at the detector due to the
source, on top of a large U,C, offset due to the thermal background.
This procedure is called "chopping" and the two beams are often referred
to as "plus beam and "minus" beam. Unfortunately, it is nearly always
the case that one side of the telescope cavity is warmer than the
other. Thus, the thermal background may be larger in one beam than
}	 in the other. There might also be a gradient in the sky background.,
I
These gradients in the thermal background will then give rise to an
A,C, signal. To compensate for this second order effects one uses the
procedure called "nodding", 1,e,, first integrating with the source in
the plus beam for a certain integration time (usually " y seconds) and
then integrating again with the source in the minus beam. The differ-
ence between these integrations will then give twice the signal due to
the source and effectively eliminate first order thermal gradients,
The above procedures enable us to distinguish a small source signal
In the presence of a large thermal background. Unfortunately, these
procedures do not eliminate the noise associated with this background
flux.
In the mostoptimistic cases the noise in the backgroundflux is
due to the statistical fluctuations in photon arrival rates. If we let
IN„ — number of background photons absorbed by our infrared detector as
,
above, then the RMS fluctuations in the photon flux is given by (Boyd
1982)`	
.
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t
nNv +^ C 2Nv(1+nvnv)/nt 31/2
where "N a 1/(ehv/kT»1) is the photon occupancy and nt is the inte-
gration time. The first term in parentheses is the classical "shot
noise" due to the discrete arrival- rate of photons, The second purely
quantum mechanical term is often referred to as "excess noise" and is
due to photon bunching, Due to the Bose-Einstein nature of the radia-
tion field the mean number of photons per field mode is greater than
unity. For T . 250K at 150 um, n » 2 010
In terms of the system parameters resolution, R 3
 and throughput
Tv a T„nu the fluctuations seen by th e system at 160 um are
nNv , 6x106 (Tv/R)1/2
Thus, one may reduce the background fluctuations by increasing
1	 system resolution, or decreasing system throughput. Obviously one does
not wish to minimize the fluctuations by decreasing system throughput as
the signal strength is proportional to T. and the photon noise is only
proportional to T1/2 , Therefore, the way to decrease system noise, when
the system noise is dominated by photon noise, is to increase system
resolution.
With recent developments in crystal growth and electrical contact-
Implantation techniques, infrared detectors are now available whose
Intrinsic noise is much less than the photon noise above. Johnson noiseu
	
may be reduced through suitable selection of load resistors and ampli-
fiers are also available whose Intrinsic noise is much less than the
photon noise. One should,> then, be able to achieve`photonwnoise-limited
performance In an aircraft environment. Generally, however, It is found
1 
^i,
ei
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that background fluctuations are a factor of 6 or 10 larger than those
due to photon noise. The cause of this excess noise is probably a
combination of changing airmasses, fluctuating sky emissivity and
temperature, or atmospheric turbulence inside and outside of the tele-
scope cavity. However, the conclusion remains: higher system resolu-
tion should result in smaller background noise. For discussions of r
background limited performance in the FIR, see Keyes and Quist (1970),
Gillett, Dereniak and Joyce (1977), and Boyd (1982).
Increasing system resolution is beneficial in other respects also.
	 ?
1) Many FIR spectral lines are formed in regions which also have
high continuum flux levels due to thermal emission from interstellar
	 }	 +
dust. Until one actually resolves a line, higher spectral resolution
l
will enhance the presence of a tine at the expense of the continuum.
a
This is important as the system response is a convolution of many
i
functions which vary from one,wavelength to another. Included are the
spectrometer response functions filter transmission functions, atmo-
spheric transmission and beam profile. Much of this problem is allevia-
ted through dividing the source spectrum by a suitable calibrator spec-
trum which is presumed to emit like a blackbody (see Section 2.6)
However, false spectral features may still persist. These may be caused
d
by different solid angles being subtended by the source and calibrator
_tending to alter the instrumental profile; wavelength calibration	 {
errors due to pointing_ errors, different airmasses through which the 	 j
source and calibrator were observed or even spectral features in the 	
{
a
calibrator spectrum itself. These problems are minimized through the
use of a high resolution spectrometer; which need only .observe the
continuum immediately adjacent to the interstellar spectral feature.
I
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A good example of calibration problems is the 63.17 pm COIF line
which is located on the wing of a very deep telluric water vapor absorp-
tion feature only - .15 pm away, If the resolution of the spectro-
meter used to measure the OI feature is only moderate (x/a% , 200),
the water vapor and COIF features are not distinguished by the spectro-
meter. Hence, it is necessary to obtain a calibration spectrum whose
wavelength scale is precisely that of the source spectrum and in which
the water vapor feature is saturated to the same degree as the source
spectrum. In practice, this Isnot easy to do and large calibration
errors may remain. If the saturation of the water feature is higher in
the calibrator, the divided spectrum might show an emission feature to
appear at 63.17 pm evenif the source had no such feature! Higher
spectral resolution eliminates much of this problem.
2) A second reason that high resolution is desirable is that when
an Interstellar line is actually resolved, one may infer from the line
'	 width bulk physical properties of the emitting region such as turbulent
'	 velocities, or If the broadening is thermal, kinetic temperature."
3) Lastly, the FIR spectrum ^ 6 many regions is so chick with spec-
tral lines, that one needs high resolution to separate and correctly
identify spectral features. A good example of this Is the BML region
in Orion where we have recently discovered the 163.124 pm and 163.397 pm
emission lines of excited OH (Viscuso et al. 1985). "these lines are
immediately adjacent to the previously measured 162.812 um, 0 G 16-15
rotational transition of shocked CO. If the _resolution of our -Instru-
ment had been less than - 500, it would have been impossible to dis-
tinguish these features.
I	 `^
im
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In some cases, astrophysically interesting species have transition
wavelengths which are not precisely known. Such species may be diffi-
cult to produce in the lab, or may have excited levels from which radia-
tive transitions are preempted by collisional de-excitation. Further-
more, the level energies may be difficult to precisely calculate quantum
mechanically, hence, the most accurate energy level diagrams for such a
species may be drawn from astrophysical measurements of the transition
frequencies. .
^ ?^ns^'•c, •ian°
There are two categories of high resolution incoherent detection
techniques in current use in the FIR. The first group, referred to as
monochromators, samples one spectral resolution element at a time and
Includes such instruments as grating spectrometers and Fabry-Perot (FP)
spectrometers. The second group includes multiplexing spectrometers
such as Michelsoninterferometers or lamellar grating spectrometers.
These instruments sample a number of independent spectral elements
simultaneously and recover the power spectrum through Fourier transform
techniques. We refer to these as FTS (Fourier transform spectro-
jeal spectrometer would have variable resolution so that one
resolve 1"ines when one wishes to measure line intensities or
ov.r-resolve a i-ine when one wishes to obtain Doppler width or Doppler
shift information.- Narrow FIR lines have line widths less than 1
km/sec, corresponding to aresolution > 3x];0 5 , so one might consider
construction of an instrument with such resolution. In practice, such
an instrument is quite difficult to construct. A more reasonable design
f
}14
goal would be R ^ 104 at which transitions such as the lines due to
	
^I
shocked 00 in the BN»K4 region of the Orion Nebula would be just resol-
ved and diffuse emission lines from extragalactic sources would be
over»resolved.
The most straightforward technique for achieving high resolution is
i
the construction of a grating spectrometer. The first FIR lines from
astronomical sources were discovered with such devices. Given back-
ground limited detection and plenty of work space, such an instrument is 	 1
probably more useful than a FP or FTS. A well-designed grating spectro-
meter may have a throughput approaching 4U, while our own FTS is only
	 !
x,17% efficient and good FP systems pass only 10-15% of the radiation
`	 incident upon them (Watson 1982). Furthermore, a grating instrument is
i
`	 often readily tunable over a continuous range of wavel
e
ngths. For
example, our medium resolution spectrometer is continuously tunable
from ^ 100 to 200 pm in first order, and may be used from - 55 um
200 pm if one of the two detectors operates in the second order of the
grating. Finally, a grating monochromator permits the use of many
detectors in the focal plane along the direction of the dispersion of
the grating. It is not unusual for a grating spectrometer to have 10
detectors in the focal plane leading to a net sensitivity gain of >/10
over a FP instrument of the same resolution which typically may illumin-
ate just one detector. However, a simple grating instrument with R
4	 104 would require a grating - 75 cm long. Such an instrument would be
difficult to install on the KAO rrmchrless be kept helium cooled. > (On
the Lear Jet such a grating would protrude through the fuselage.)
Reasonable alternatives for high resolution work in airborne°astronomy
;
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are folded light path instruments such as Fabry-Perots or interfero-
metric instruments whose light path may also be folded and whose reso-
lution achieving drive stage may be kept at ambient temperatures.
Much of the data presented in this thesis were taken with a Fourier
transform spectrometer. The actual description of the apparatus awaits
Section 2.3, but suffice it to say that the FTS system is a beam-
split-ting device which acts like a lamellar grating spectrometer with just
two lamellae.
This system has several advantages over a comparable FP system plus
some disadvantages. The most telling point for such a comparison is the
source of system noise. Under electronic, or detector noise limited
conditions, a FTS has a clear advantage over a FP system of the same
resolving power. This is because the FTS samples many resolution ele-
ments at once$ resulting in the "Fellgett", or multiplexing advantage,
first pointed out by Fellgett (1951). Individual resolution elements
•	 are encoded in a Fourier series which is recovered using FT techniques.
i	 The result (see Section 2.3.2, below) is a gain of , gym/8 in the final
f•.
signal/noise ratio over a similar monochromator making the same measure-
ments, where m = number of measurements (resolution elements). Typical-
ly we make 32 or bh measurements, resulting in a multiplexing advantage
of 2 or 2/2 if the system is electronic-detector noise limited.
We must stress, however, that the Fellgett advantage does not hold
under background limited conditions. In fact, at the inception of our
FTS in present use, our grating spectrometer was clearly not background
limited but rather electronic noise limited. -Consequently, in the early
spectra obtained with our interferometer the multiplexin g, advantage
I
.
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resulted in FT spectra whose sensitivity was two times that which the
zero path (no interference) signal-to-noise ratios would indicate.
Since then, with improvements in detector design and processing, filter-
Ing and electronics we have seen our sensitivity Improve by over a
' factor of six.
	 The Fellgett advantage is now not so evident and it Is
likely that we are approaching background limited performance.
r.
It should be noted that if the background limit is due to changes
py
^ in emissivity, transmission or turbulence along the light path, it
I should be possible to regain much of the Fellgett advantage through use
of a reference detector which monitors these changes. 	 If, however,
photon noise dominates, no such deconvolution is possible and the
Fellgett advantage vanishes.
It is also true that the Fellgett advantage is only useful if one
wishes to sample all of the m points In the FT spectrum.
	
In the pre-
sence of a continuum one many typically wish to sample eight continuum
points in addition to the spectral
	
line of interest.	 Thus, our sampling
of 32 or 34 points corresponding to 16 or 32 resolution elements re-
.
quires that there be two or four spectral lines of interest In the band-
pass of our instrument. 	 In the FIR this is not an unusual situation,
the case where there are not two or more interesting lines in our gra-
ting bandpass of 2.2 µm is the exception rather than the rule (see the
Appendix).
In the absence of the Fe.11gett advantage, the FTS system has
several other features which make it a desirable system
•	 1	
f
1) The interferometer is a ready extension of our grating spectro-
meter which acts as an order .sorter for the interferometer. We presently
f
F
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use our order sorter with-4x4 mm entrance slits which results In a
resolution K " 200.
r
2 The FTS has advantages of a grating instrument that a FP system
doesn't have. Our FTS system is fully as tunable as our grating spec-
trometer, 100-200 pm continuous coverage in first order of our grating.
FP systems often do not supply full tunability, requiring preflight
selection of which order sorting fixed FP plates will be used. This may	
Ii
limit the instrument to about four spectral regions of interest during a
flight. A third characteristic our FTS shares with a grating Instrument 	 1
is the ability to illuminate multiple detectors. Our grating spectra-
1
meter at present contains two detectors working in adjacent wavelength
4
regimes. This is a great boon for "search" capabilities, i.e., if the
\	 rest frequency of the species in question is unknown, or if we wish to 	 {
sample tines which are closely spaced in the FIR spectrum.	 s
3) An advantage unique to the FTS Is absolute wavelength calibra-
tion. The wavelength scale of our FT spectra are determined solely by 	 !
the step and burst sizes with which a mirror is advanced (see Section
2.3 below). Thus we require no "in-flight" wavelength calibration. If
t
the stop size is known to relative accuracy A l then the absolute wave-
length scale of the FT spectrum must also be precise to A. {
4) The FTS shares an advantage with the FP instrument over a gra-
ting spectrometer in that the spectral resolution may be continuously
varied without losses in system throughput. Furthermore,_ only minor
	
},
modifications are required to increasethe travel of the drive stage.
II
Our initial drive stage had a 5 cm travel corresponding to °a maximum
11spectral resolution of .1 cm-l. Since then, we have increased the drive
'I
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stage travel to 16 cm corresponding to a factor of 3.2 increase in
spectral resolution. The design modifications were minor, and the new
drive stage performed quite well on its first flight -» confirming the
existence of the 2111/2 (J=$/2 + J=1/2) OH emission features in the
BN-KL region of the Orion Nebula.(Viscuso et al. 1985).
6) A final calling card for the FTS instrument is cost and ease of
construction, The interferometer was conceived, designed and flown in a
period of*just seven weeks in March-April 1981. The total cost was
under $2000,
2.3. Int rfPre	 ?_
2.3.1. Theory.
Before giving a detailed description of the design and operation of
the interferometer used for data in this thesis, let us first digress to
give a simple description of how a Fourier encoding spectrometer works.
We follow the notation of Harwit and Sloane (1979).
In the simplest of FTS systems, a collimated coherent beam is split
evenly across two reflecting mirrors, one of which is movable, call it
mirror M; the other, being fixed, call it mirror F. Imagine a monochro-
matic wavefront of frequency, v, and electric field amplitude A incident
on this system. As mirror M moves a physical displacement, e, the
optical path length of the beam from M is varied by a distance 2e.
Thus, the return beam from M lags the return beam from F by a phase o
4ave where v now is the wave number. At zero path (e = O),-the returned
amplitude from either mirror is Ao = A/2. At path difference e, the
return amplitude from M+F is given by
.i
1
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A(e) = A/2 t1 + exp(4:r1vc)3
Thus, the intensity at the detector (after the beams have been recom-
bined) is
n(e) = A(c )*A(e) a A2/2 C1 + cos(4nve)7
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If the incident wavefront is the superposition of many w.avenum-
bers, v, each with its own intensity, then the total intensity in the
frequency interval v + v+dv may be written ^(v)dv so that
n(e) = 1/2 f *(v) C1 * cos(4nve)] dv
0
VO
= 1/2 *0 + 1/2 f ,(v) cos(4nve) dv 	 C2.23
0
where +o = f *(v) dv is the intensity at zero path. The
0
interferogram thus consists of a modulated part (the integral) super-
posed on a fixed D.C. offset. The physically interesting part is the
Integral:
q' (e) w 1/2 f rp(v) cos(4rrve) dv
0
Since 4(v) and cosine are symmetric functions, we may write:
4nive
n' (e)
	
1/4 1 , (v) e,	 dv
i
where we have replaced cos(4,rvc) by e4nive as the anti-symmetric {
sine term will vanish. Thus defining x	 47ry we have:	 ?^
rl'(c) =.1 /16rr j`+p(x /4n) eiXc dx	 !
t^
i
,,	 ...,.,.....:..,......_,,......,...^-....,........ev _.-urn...	 ... :._.. _.,-.^^ r-,n.v..._-	
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We recognize the integral as the Fourier transform of ^(v) a Y(47re),
thus:
n r (e) a 4n/16s Wire ) or,
7(41re) a 4nr(e)
Thus the signal at the detector, n r (e), is proportional to the
Fourier transform of the incident waveform r(v)
1/41r j^T(47re) a"4rriev 4n de
4 f n,(e) a"41riev de
+	 21r^(v) = 16rr I nl(e) a"4viev de
.0
or again appealing to symmetry:
(v) = 16 j n' (e ) cos (47rev ) de
0
To precisely recover i(v), we must sample n(e) continuously from
zero-path to infinity and perform the cosine transform of W ('e). In
practise, of course, it is impossible to sample the entire interferow
`	 gram. Instead, we sample n(e) at n discrete, evenly spaced points a
distance A apart along our total travel of (n-I)A. The step size, As is
chosen such that A = 1/[4(vmx - vmin)], where vmax is the maximum
frequency to be sampled and vmin is the minimum sampled frequency (see`
Section 2.3,3 for comments on choosing step size and Its relation to the
tz'^i
e
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Nyquist sampling rate). From this point on, we drop the superscript
from n' (e ).
The interferogram thus sampled may be discretely transformed to
form an estimate '^ 1 (v) of the true spectrum y(v),
n-1
w	 ^j (v) R 16 E n(r4)ACos(4nr4v)
r-^
We wish to evaluate UO at the n discrete frequencies vs given by
v s = vmin + $ d for s 9 0,1,..,,n»1 and d = (vmax"vmin)/(n»1).
The true estimator of *(v) in the frequency range vmin S vs 4 vmax
C,	 is given by:
^V(v)	 $1(v)s a ^41(v)/4(n-I)A or,
n-i
^(v)	 4/(n»1) E n(rA) cos(4,rrAv) 	 X2.3]
We formally rewrite this as the matrix equation:
t
An
,
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where r and n are the column vectors defined by:
^'(vmin)	 n(^)
^(vmin'^a )	 n(a)
Y
T(vmax)	 nC(nX)n7
and A is an nxn matrix whose elements asp are defined by
as p r. 4/(n »1) cosC41rr4(vmin+sd)j
for SW = 0,l,.00,nw1.
2.3.2. The Feligett Advantage.
k	 I	
4
The factor of 4/(n»1) in equation 2,3 above is very Important. <
This is the term which leads to the Feilgett advantage.
lk	
The Fellgebt advantage is realized if the following criteria
apply:
l
1) The dominant source of noise is detector-electronic
noise, i.e., the noise is independent of photon flux.
,
i
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2) The noise of each measurement, ei, has zero mean;
<el> N Q (where < > indicates a time average
expectation value).
3) The noise between various measurements
n(ei), n(ej) is uncorrelated, i,e., <eiej>	 A,
4) The noise has a variance defined by <(ef)2 > " 02.
Under these circumstances, the expectation value of the estimator
is given by:
d> a +V(v)
and we may write:
Y -, = A e + Ij
 " *j 0 as,e CO *...* as,n^1 en .1
where a is the noise column vector.
We define by ev s
 the variance of the spectral estimator for
frequency vs, 1(vs)
evs	<Cr (vs) -. (vs)12> a o2 (d ,o * . . + as,n«1)
`	 the average mean square error, e, is given by:
4
E = (11n) E evs c 02/n (a2 :o * a2 ,l * an»fan»1)
a c2/n Trace (A•AT)
n-1 n»1
1602/Cn(n-1) 2 7 E	 E cos2C4irr4(vmin *ss)3
r=O s=^
gna2/(n-1)2 + 8c21Cn(n»1)23-
	
	 cos18Vra(vmin*s6)3
r 
^I
j '
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m 8a2h for large no
0	
Thus, If we measure a variance c;2 for each ii(e), then we will measure a
0
	
variance In the transform spectrum which Is smaller by a factor of
	
0
(8/n)1/2. This Fellgett advantage Is quite powerful when a detec-
tion system Is detector-electronic noise limited# For a discussion of
the relative merits of multiplexing instruments t see Harwit and Sloane
(1979)o
Prior to the Introduction of J-FETs and better detector processing
techniques t our FTS system was clearly datector-electronlo noise limi-
ted, Figure 2ol shows the Fourier transform spectrum representing the
I	
first astronomical detection of the 0 ;: 16+15 rotational transition of
highly excited CO (Stacey at alo 1983)o This spectrum Is the average of
three spectra taken in January 1982, while observing the ON-KL region of
the Orion nebula. For each spectrums we sampled the Interferogram 33
times and Integrated 10 seconds at each point, Thus, 
we 
expect to see a
factor of two (= (n/8)112) increase In sensitivity in the Fourier
transform domain relative to raw data, At zero path we measure a system
NEP S ' including all lossess of - 3.640- 13 w Hz- 1/2 . The grating
bandpass is roughly Gaussian 
in 
shape for an extended source such as
BM-KL. The dashed line represents a least squares Gaussian fit to the
datas ignoring the tellur1c water vapor absorption features at 161.90 vm
Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) is the power incident on the telescope
which produces a signal/noise ratio of ones in one second of Integra-
tion.
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Figure 2.1 Fourier transform spectrum of the BN-KL region of the
Orion Nebula showing the first astronomical measurement of the
J = 16.45 '(162.81pm)rotationai transition of highly excited CO
(Stacey et al. 1983). The spectrum has been fit with a least: squares
Gaussian centered at 162.55pm which accurately mimics our grating
profile. The CO feature and nearby H2O features at 161.90um and
r
163.u3um have been ignored in the fitting process.
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and 163.53 gm, and the 162.81 pm CO feature. If one measures the
deviations of the data from this best fit, one calculates a system REP
1.9X10"13 W HZ-112 -- a factor of two better than the NEP of the
interferogram -- as predicted.
Recent advances in electronics and detector processing have
increased our sensitivity so that our interferometer - spectrometer
system is now typically characterized by system NEp's - 5 x10«14 W
Hz"112 at zero path. Recent spectra show that the Fellgett advan-
tage is mach smaller than predicted -- resulting in less than 20%
improvement in the Fourier transform domain. We take this as good
indication that our system is no longer detector-electronic noise
dominated and approaches the sensitivity limit imposed by random
background fluctuations.
2.3.3,. Choosing Burst Size: The Yyquist Rate.
If we wish to sample all the frequencies, v, of ^(v) from.the v
0, D.C. germ to some maximum frequency, vmax, we must sample q(e) at
the so-called Nyquist rate to avoid aliasing. 2 The Nyquist, or samp-
ling theorem (see, for example, Papoulis 1977), simply states that to
obtain an unaliased spectrum in the frequency domain, we mast sample the
interferogram at is rate equal to twice the highest unallased frequency.
2 Aliasing refers to uncertainty concerning the spectral order of the
interferogram, or transfer from one order to another.
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For the interferogram, this means we mast sample n(e) every 1/4vmax
cm. (Remember, every physical displacement a corresponds to an optical
path length increment 2e.) For a drive stage 5 cm long at a frequency
vmax ' 67 cm»1 (150 um) this means we mast sample n 1 (c) over 1000'
times for just one spectrum. Clearly this would be prohibitive in terms
of both integration time and the computer time needed to perform a 1000
point Fourier transform. To both circumvent this problem, and especial-
ly to reduce 'the background flux incident on the detectors, we employ
our high resolution spectrometer (see Section 2,4, below) to act as an
order sorter and greatly reduce the number of frequencies to be sampled.
At 150 um, our two-detector spectrometer samples a total bandpass of
roughly 2 um corresponding to nvspect " .9 cm"1 4 Thus we need only
sample fast enough such that we sample all frequencies between vmin
and vmax where vmin is determined by vmin < ayspect < vmax-
This may be ensured by choosing the burst size, a such that n
1/G4(vmax"vmin)3-
In practice, we choose n by the following convention. First,
choose the central wavelength, vc, of the Fourier spectrum. Typically
this wavelength is chosen such that it falls halfway between the peak
spectral response of the two channels in the spectrometer. The central
wavelength is determined by vc = (m+1/2)/40 2 where m interferometer
order, usually - 20»40 for our 5 cm travel stage. Intuitively, m
denotes the number of interfering,wavefronts skipped with every burst.
The infrared frequency vc is aliased through this technique to a much
lower frequency v' c = 
vc/m. The factor of 1/2 above, then, ensures_
vie sample each aliased'frequency twice per wavefront. Now A is
Iii
I	 jli
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1 .
physically constrained by the drive stage travel such that if we
choose to use n bursts to sample our spectrum, we must have no s; 5 cm.
Typically n = 32, so that A - 1500 um. The free spectral range of the
resultant spectrum is given by the difference between adjacent inter-
ferometric orders or, 4VFSR I vc2 C44(1/m - 1/(m*1)3. Having
chosen the step size, a, one may assign frequencies to the Fourier
transform spectrum using the reverse of the above transformations.
2„3.4. Functional Descripiion.
+I
30Our interferometer was first described in a paper by Harwit at at.
(1981). The interferometer acts like an all-reflecting lamellar grating
spectrometer with just two lamellae (see Figure 2.2). The infrared
radiation from the KAO's f/17 beam is reflected off a dichroic and
brought to a focus at plane mirror A. The visible light passes through
the dichroic and is imaged within the offset guider reticles. (Designed
by Prof. James R. Houck.) At mirror A is a 4 mm wide entrance slit
which ensures our sampling within the primary diffraction lobe of the
telescope (- 6 mm from 1st null to 1st null at 150 um) and thus
sampling a coherent beam. Mirror A diverts the diverging beam to plane
mirror B which reflects the light into C. C is a 45 cm focal length
off-axis paraboloid which collimates the f/17 beam into a beam - 2.5
cm in diameter. The collimated beam then strikes plane mirror D which
ais aligned so that the circular beam is split evenly across mirrors E
`	 - and F. -Mirror E is the plane mirror whose movement relative to plane
mirror F causes the interferenre, These mirrors have been aligned so
1 4
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that at zero path there is just a fraction of a millimeter between the
two, -thus minimizing the effects due to diffraction. As E moves, the
path length, 2e, of the return beam is varied. Figure 2.2 shows that
the path of the collimated beam is parallel to the direction of movement
of the drive stage and above mirrors C and G. Thus, there is no
blockage of the light from F as E moves to full path difference. The
beams from mirrors E and F are recombined at p before striking G, a
second 45 cm focal length paraboloid which refocuses -the beam to f/17
and images it on the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
Note that when mirrors>E and F are coplanar, the spectrometer
receives exactly (minus losses, due to the seven reflections - 30%) the
same radiation it would receive from the telescope in the absence of the
interferometer.
A 5 cm travel drive stage was used for all of the Interferometer
data presented in this thesis. The drive stage is commercially
available (Aerotech, Inc., Allison Park, PA 15101) with an accuracy 	 {f
better than 1 part in 103 and with somewhat better reproducibility. The 3
stage is driven by a stepper motor and geared in such a way that one
step of the stepper motor corresponds to a 2 um translation of the drive 	
j
stage. We were able to accurately calibrate the step size through our
detections of the J = 17+16 and J = I6+15 rotational transitions of f
highly excited CO found in the BN-KL region of the Orion nebulae. The
wavelengths of these transitions are known to very high accuracy (Todd
et al. 1976). These detections determined that our step size was actu-
ally 1.998 um -» within the advertised accuracy of the drive stage.	
I
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The spectral resolution of our drive stage is determined by the
longest optical path length difference introduced into our interfero-
gram. For a 5 cm travel, the optical path difference is 10 cm corre-
sponding to a spectral resolution of .1 curl . At 157 pm, this corre-
sponds to a resolution R s a /aX » 650.
This resolution estimate is based on the standard Rayleigh criter-
ion. That is, we will resolve two lines of equal intensity as Indepen-
dent spectral elements if they are separated by nv - .1 cm"10 The
full width half maximum (FWHM) of any unresolved spectral line may be
made a factor of two narrower than this through proper choice of burst
size. We define our spectral definition, D, as D k/naFWHM = 2R.
Thus, we may measure line widths and wavelengths a factor of two better
than the resolution. The definition of our 5 cm travel stage is D--
1300, or nv = 23U kin/sec,
To fully achieve this resolution, one must sample the interferogram
at both positive-and-negative path lengths. However, if one a rp iori
know: that the interferogram has begun with a sample at zero path, then
one my mathematicallyreflect the data about zero path, as we are
assured by symmetry that signal's measured at a positive path difference,
e, must be the same (within the noise) as those measured at negative
path difference, -e. In°practice, determination of zero path has been a 	
1
straightforward process. One first eyeballs the movable mirror, E, to	 }
within a fraction of a millimeter of zero path on the negative side.
Then, with the ,grating spectrometer set at 'a suitable wavelength,
i typically 118 p m, one single steps the movable mirror through zero path 	
i
producing a sinusoidal fringe pattern. If one then repeats the process
i
I
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jj at two additi onal widely separated wavelengths, say 140 um and 163 um,
avoiding rational relations between wavelengths, one may then unambig-
uously determine which fringe peak is common to all wavelengths, This
fringe peak must then be zero path and zerfa mirror-position is then
redefined as a convenient number, usually as step 1000, and used as the
reference point throughout the flight,
2.3.5. Design limitations.
The efficiency of our interferometer is strictly governed by the
modulation depth,	 i.e., the fringe visibility near zero path. 	 As can be
seen from equation 2.2; for a sufficiently narrow bandpass, as one steps
the movable mirror about zero path, the two beams will interfere to form
ri a sinusoidally varying interferogram of maximum power P = *p and minimum
power P.	 Thus is the ideal system, let us denote its efficiency by e
1.	 In reality, various diffraction effects lower the coherence of the
recombining beams,	 This results in both a lowering of the peak inter-
^i
ference signal, P, _and an increase in the valley signal, V. 	 The effi-
ciency, e, may then be defined as e a (P-V)/P.,-We can see that if there
Is no modulation, i.e,, no interference of beams, P = V and e	 Q.	 For
coherent lab sources, we have obtained fringe visibility ratios P:V-as
hi gh: as 6:1 resulting in an 83% efficient interferogram. 	 Typical In-
flight fringe visibility is - 4:1 resulting in a 75% efficient scan.
It has been found that the fringe visibility is extremely sensitive to
the gap between mirrors E and F at zero path.
	 Fringe visibilities as
high as 6:1 with a gap of .1 mm are degraded to - 21 if the gap is
allowed to grow as large as .5 mm.
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An unfortunate consequence of the original design for the inter-
ferometer is that mirror E had to be aligned such that its reflecting
surface was not perpendicular to its direction of travel. Thus, the
collimated beam walks across mirror G as E travels and consequently also
moves across the secondary of the spectrometer. Portions of the beam
eventually walk off the secondary resulting in a loss of light from E at
long path lengths, hence a loss of both modulation depth and absolute°
signal level, An interferogram of a strong continuum source (aN-KL in
Orion) then has the characteristic "droopy shoulder" appearance of
Figure 2.3a. The Fourier transform of such an interferogram invariably
shows a huge first cosine term, The data may be mathematically correc-
ted by fitting a least squares line to the interferogram and removing
this baseline from the data (Figure 2.3b). Recently, this problem has
been alleviated entirely through introduction of corner mirrors. The
return beams from corner mirrors E and F are then both parallel to the
direction of travel of E resulting in the elimination of_walk^off
problems.
Y	 I
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2.4. Spectrometer,
2.4.1. Layout and Functional Description.
The spectrometer used for the observations presented in this thesis
is a fully liquid helium cooled grating spectrometer operated in a
Littrow mode. Essentially, it is an improved version of the spectra-	 I^
meter originally described by Houck and Ward (1979) and later improved
-
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interferameter Step
	
"	 Figure 2.3 a&b. Apodization of an interferogram. Figure 2.3a shows
the average of four interferograms taken of the BN-KL region of the
Orion Nebula of September 23, 1981. Zero path is the high point on
the left and the point 33 on the far right is data taken at largest
travel (5cm)'of our drive stage. Error bars are one standard devi-
ation from the mean. Figure 2.3b shows the same interferogram
following; droopy shoulder removal and apodization with a triangle
	 }
(Bartlett) window. The D.C. offset has been subtracted out.
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Wavelength (microns)
Figure 2.4. Fourier transform spectrum of the BN-KL region of
Orion. This spectrum is the Fourier transform of Figure 2.3b, 	
1
following reflection about zero path. The fitted Gaussian
represents the grating instrumental profile. The feature at
153.3^m is the first astronomical detection of the J ,,17-}16 	 }
rotational transition of shocked 1 2CO;(Stacey et al. 1982).
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and reconfigured for the f/17 beam of the KAO by Melnick (1981). As can
be seen in Figure 2.5 the collimator is a Cassegrain system. Light
entering the spectrometer at A passes through the far infrared filter at
B before being deflected to the secondary by a 45 0
 plane mirror at C.
Just in front of C is the entrance slit. C is set slightly off-axis so
that -the return diffracted beam misses the mirror. The secondary illu-
minates the 311 primary, 0, which then sends the collimated beam to the
diffraction grating at E. The diffracted beam then is de-collimated and
exits the collimator at F. The collimator bolts directly onto the
sHe-cooled work surface, which is the bottom of the RHe can. The beam
at F is deflected by two 45 0 mirrors displaced - 4 mm along the
direction of dispersion on the work surface. These mirrors send the
beam onto the exit slits Located at the entrance to the light cones ofi
the two detectors. All of the structural parts of the collimator are
constructed of stress-relieved aluminum.
2.4.2. Optics.
The effective focal ratio of the collimator may be adjusted from
f16.5 (to match the Lear telescope) to f/17 (to match the KAO telescope)
by changing optics. The f16.5 optics were made of low thermal expansion
Pyrex glass by 3-B Optical Co._(Gibsonia, PA). Both the concave primary
(radius of curvature, Rc 38.9 cm) and the convex secondary (Re
24.15 cm) have spherical figures as the diffraction lobe of both the
Lear and KAO telescopes is large enough at 150 um to make spherical
aberration negligible. Glass mirrors have two Inherent problems. They
I
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Figure 2.5. Schematic layout of liquid helium cooled grating
spectrometer. (After Melnick 1981)
	
'	 i
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have a large thermal mass and time constant and shrink differentially
relative to the aluminum collimator walls. Thus, the focal length of
	
I^	 the instrument must be addusted at room temperature so that the focus of
the instrument shifts the correct amount as the collimator cools to
liquid helium temperatures. This differential contraction results in a
shift in the focus - B mm. The advent of high surface quality pure
aluminum mirrors has eliminated both of these problems. Our f /17 optics
are all aluminum, primary Re x 27.06 cm, secondary Ro r 5,76 cm,
machined by a diamond tool at Aeroresearch Corporation, Great Necks NY.
Essentially all of the f/17 collimator is then aluminum, which means the
unit shrinks uniformly and therefore the focus does not shift as the
collimator cools. The aluminum mirrors have the further advantage that
they may be directly heat-strapped to the collimator walls through
copper braiding. These straps are attached with epoxy or screws.
The all-aluminum grating (Bausch andLomb, Rochester, NY) has been
blazed at 26.75° and ruled at 6 lines /mm for first order work at 150
um. The grating also has been-heat-strapped to the collimator walls. A
stepper motor: external to the helium dewar positions the grating. The
stepper motor ' s motion is geared to a fiberglass rod which feeds through
an O-ring in the dewar bottom. The fiberglass rod minimizes the heat
load into the dewar. The grating is coupled to the motor through -a set
of bevel gears and a worm-wheel assembly. The stepper motor steps
through '7000 steps to provide a 30° rotation of the grating.' This
corresponds to grating tunability from - 100 tim < X <'200 µm, 'each
	
+	 step corresponding to - .019 um at 150 `pm. The two channels are
separated in wavelength space by one resolution element or - .7 um in
the f/17 configuration.
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Wavelength calibration of the grating spectrometer is achieved
r
through matching observed water vapor features in the spectra of
laboratory continuum sources with the known wavelengths of these
features (Traub and Stier 1976). Our stressed Ge:Ga detectors are
sensitive from 100 um „< a < 195 um and we generally identify a dozen
dozen or so water.vapor features within this regime with which we call»
brate wavelength as a function of grating step. Theoretically one
should use the grating equation to make the calibrations which, for
s
Littrow systems reads:
nA/d # 2 sins )
r
:where ,m «.order:. d.. r groove spacing,- and 0 a tilting angle of the
`ys
grating with respect to the normal *	Converting tilt angle to grating .
` step is somewhat tedious, and it is found that in practice, a simple
linear interpolation procedure between water vapor features is suffi-
cient.	 The accuracy of our grating calibrations, as vorified with the
interferometer, is typically better than #2 um or 1/4 resolution
element.
For Lear data, these grating calibrations, as verified by in-flight
n
spectra of calibrators, are used for the actual wavelength calibrations
of the final spectrum (see section 2.6.1 below).	 As the interferometer
Is self-calibrating (see section 2.3.3), we generally take interfero»
grams of laboratory continuum sources before take off on KAO flights to
verify our grating calibrations and make any necessary adjustments. 	 We
thus ensure that the grating bandpass is centered on the expected line
position and well `within "the free spectral range of the interferometer.
!I
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l'As long as the stepper motor coils are energizeds the spectrometer
1s reproducible from scan to scans to within a ste p • 	Between flights,
"	 the grating is_re»zeroed- (set to the short wavelength mechanical stop)
by hands aprocess which introduces a flight to flight reproducibility
	 ?^
error of a flew stepss or - .00 um.
	 As the spectrometer resolution is	
1
.7 pms this error is negligible.
Diffraction determines the smallest logical slit size to use for
j
astronomical observationss hence maximum spectrometer resolution.
	 The	 ;!
30 cm f/6.5 telescope aboard the Lear Jet facility is.diffraction
limited at 150 um to an Airy disk » 2.2 mm in diameter (null to
Y
null).	 This then is the optimal slit width along the direction of dis-
persion.	 For a 2 "2 mn slits we have measured system resolutions for
point sources of R a %/A% - 200.	 The 91 cm f/17 telescope aboard the 	 i! #
KAO has a diffraction lobe - 6,2 mm in diameter.
	 In flights we	 1
generally have used a 4 am wide slits which results in a small
	 (- 7%)
loss in luminosity.	 The spectrometer in this configuration also shows a
resolution of about 200.
2.4.3.	 Dewar.
1
^I
The spectrometer and helium can are contained within a 6" diameter
cylindrical dewar.
	 The helium cooled spectrometer and helium can are
shielded from external radiation with an internal heat shield which fits
neatly over the spectrometer helium can assembly and is attached to the
top of the helium can.
	
The heat shield is wrapped with - 20 layers
of superinsulation (aluminized mylar) and maintains a temperature
F
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somewhat lower than 50°K. The hold time of the 3.5 liter helium can is
28 hours unpumped and - 20 hours when the helium coolant is pumped
down to '2°K. The dewar is sidelooking and the vacuum seal is preserved
through the light port by a .010" thick piece of clear polyethylene.
The polyethylene is rugged and transmits over 90% of the FIR radiation.
.	 I
2.4.4. Filters.
As our GeaGa detectors are sensitive to near infrared radiation,
especially - 2 um where the germanium is an intrinsic photoconductor,
the collimator heat shield assembly contains a series of filters to
block unwanted radiation.	 The visible and near infrared are quite
effectively blocked by a 5 mil thick piece of black polyethylene;
	
i.e.s
polyethylene which has been impregnated with carbon.
	
Since the black
.^ polyethylene scatters as well as absorbs the short wavelength radiation
(McCarthy 1967) 2
 the filter is placed on the inside of the heat shields
well away from the detectors. 	 Virtually no light is transmitted from
2.5 » -7 um, where the black polyethylene slowly begins to pass,
reaching a transmission of - 8% at - 50 pm,	 At 150 µm, the poly-,
ethylene transmits - 70%.
` To block unwanted radiation longward of - 32 pm, we employ -two
helium cooled reststrahlen filters.	 The term reststrahlen (residual
rays) is applied to< certain.salt crystals which display a high degree of
reflection (a 90%) at wavelengths corresponding to the tonic vibrational
energy bands in the crystal	 lattice. 	 in the entrance cone of the 'spec-
trometer we have a l mm thick piece of BaF2. which effectively blocks
i
&2
from 18 - 58 µm (Armstrong and Low 1973). The BaF 2
 has been antireflec-
tion overcoated (IR Labs, Tucson, Ax) for work at 157 um at which
wavelength it transmits - 90%. At the exit slits, directly in front
of the detectors we have installed a second reststrahien filter, a .5 mm
thick piece of ASC1. AgCI passes - 80% at 157 um and effectively
blocks 42 pm < x < 100 um (Armstrong and Low 1973). An ,alternative
far-infrared reststrahlen filter would be a combination of CsBr and KBr
filters in place of the A901 (Watson 1982). These filters block 52 < X
$ 130 um and also transmit - 80% at 157 um. However, these filters
are much more delicate than the AgC1. They both are highly hygroscopic
and KBr is quite susceptible to the thermal shock ofcooling down the
spectrometer. AgCI has the distinct disadvantage of possessing a deep
absorption feature near 152 um which the CsBr and' Mr do  not possess
(Figure 2.6). Furthermore, AgCI filters are sensitive to UV radiation
and they slowly oxidize on extended contact with the brass light cones.
The former problem is alleviated through care to minimize UV exposure,
while the latter is eliminated b y
 isolating the filters from any metal-
lic contact, with Teflon shim stock. For a description of the manufac-
ture and implementation of reststrahlen`filters, see Watson (1982)
The total transmission of our spectrometer, including losses due to
imperfect reflection off the collimator mirrors (10%), grating efficien-
ey, and filter transmission efficiency is roughly 20%.
Stray light can be a major problem in a Littrow mode spectrometer,
as baffling is difficult when the entrance beam is so close to the exit
beam. The "channel 1" detector is particularly susceptible to stray
light reflected directly back from the secondary, as this detector is on
j
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Figure 2.5. Laboratory grating calibration spectrum of liquid N2	!^
cooled glass beads through two different sets of reststrahlen filters. 	 i
Most of the absorption features in these. continuum spectra are due to	 t
atmospheric water vapor absorption in the 50cm light path from the
spectrometer to the glass beads. The first panel shows the spectrum
obtained when CsBr and KBr°are used as cut on filters to pass beyond
c135pm. The second spectrum is taken with AgCl which passes longward
of -100pm. Note the•AgCl absorption feature near 152pm. No effort
has been made to deconvolve relative detector or filter response. The 	 1
varying depths of H2O features from the first to the second spectrum
iare due to .changes in laboratory relative humidity from day to day,
44
the optical axis. This problem has been minimized through placing a
cone of black carborundum sandpaper in the center spot of the secon-
dary. Baffles have been placed wherever possible in the spectrometer,
Including an entrance baffle, a baffle at the primary and one about the
secondary. The entire inside of the spectrometer has been painted black
with Nextel brand black velvet spray paint mixed with carborundum. This
combination reflects roughly 10% of the FIR. Residual stray light in
our system is of the order 5-10%.
2.4.5. Electronics.
Changes in resistance of our Ge:Ga photoconductors are converted to
changes in current through a standard transimpedance amplifier (TIA,) as
shown in Figure 2.7. The primary advantage of a TIA is that it main-
tains a constant voltage drop, Vpet, across the detector which ensures
linearity of system response. The electronics may be broken Into three
temperature stages: the detector resistance, RD, and load resistance,-i
RL, at 2°K; the preamplifying J-FETs at 70°K; and the room temperature
Operational Amplifier (OpAmp). The matched J-FETs (gain = 1) first
stage of the amplifier is kept as close as possible to the detector and
load resistor. This minimizes the length of the high impedance wire to
the input stage, gate G l , and hence, minimizes microphonics.
The gate GZ is kept atground, so the action of the OpAmp is to
keep the gate G l , at ground. In operation, bias applied across the
detector, Vg, acts to move free carriers through the detector resul^
ting in a current flow, ID . To keep G1 , at virtual ground then, the
i
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Figure 2.7. Circuit diagram for our transimpedance amplifier
described in the text.
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OpAmp supplies a voltage Vout across the load resistor such that
Vout 
a -I DRL t -VBRL/Rp, The output voltage from the OpAmp
is the measured signal. Changes in detector resistance thus result in
changes in Vout, One may define a gain from the TIA as G
'AVout/AVB = -Rb/ARD.
Sources of noise in the TIA circuit are the Johnson noise due to
the load resistor, 'detector-electronic noise, and microphonic pickup.
Johnson noise, due to random thermal motions of electrons is given by
AVJ = (4kTRkAf) 1/2
 Volts
`	 where k = Boltzmann's constant, T temperature (°K) and Af is the
s
electrical bandwidth. Taking T = 2°K, and Af = 1 Hz, we have AVJ
f
6x10"7(RL/109)1 /2
 volts. As Johnson noise scales as Rol /2 f
and the gain, G, (hence the signal) scales as Rk,_a suitably large
gain will eliminate Johnson noise._ In practice, a gain of I is suffi-
cient to make Johnson noise an order of magnitude smaller than back-
ground noise. Our stressed detectors have a resistance - 10 9 n under
operating background conditions, hence we use a 109 n Victoreen load 	 11
resistor. At zero bias, we measure Johnson noise.
The switch-over from MOSFET preamplifiers to J-FETs and improve-
ments in detector manufacturing techniques has effectively eliminated
detector electronic noise as the primary source of noise for our sys-
tem. As work space is severely limited in our dewar, and MOSFETs run at
2°K right an;the'work surface, the changeover to J . FETs was a slow and	 1
painful process. Paul Viscuso was instrumental in implementing this
change-over. Much of the data taken for this thesis were taken with
a
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.
MOSFETs which effectively limited our minimum NEP to - 2x10 »13 W
Hz"l/z. J-FETs need to operate at temperatures above 50°K, and'as our
dewar has no available 02
 surface, the J-FET mast be thermally isolated
from the RHe surface and heated externally. At George Gull's sugges-
tion, we stand the J-FETs off the work surface with a 1'" Tong "L"'-shaped
piece of thin walled 1/4 11
 diameter fiberglass tubing. This required
some modification of the spectrometer - helium can interface. The dual
J-FETs are fit into the end of the "L" section with a brass ring and
heated by a 1.1 kSa Allen-Bradley resistor. Thermal contact between the
heater resistor and the J-UT is assured as the wire running between
the drains of the two J-FETs is wrapped several times around the resis-
tor and insulated in a "cocoon" of rubber cement. Care must be taken at
	 j
all times not to thermally ground the J-FETs. The fiberglass tubes have
been notched to minimize heat conductivity and only fine (2 mil) Formvar
E	 ;
wire is used to make electrical contacts. The wires to the J-FETs and
1
heaters are tied together to minimize microphonics and wound several
	 {
times about the fiberglass tube to lengthen the thermal path. The wire
bundle is tacked in several places along its travel with rubber cement i.
and ,pulled tight to minimize microphonics. The high impedance lead
between Or ,
 and the detector is the most susceptible to microphonics.
	
11
Consequently, thicker wire (3 mil) is used for this lead and care is 	 f
taken to minimize its length.
G	 ^f	 Whenever possible, all wires are isolated from the work surface
with Kim-Wipes paper tissue and tacked with rubber cement. The
Victoreen load resistor is mounted on a Kim-Wipe with rubber cement as
close as possible to the detector andl'J-FETs. The entire system, as
	 }
such, is usually insensitive to mi'crophonie pickup.
i
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2.4.6. Stressed Detectors.
The best detectors in current use for work in the FIR are extrinsic
photoconductors made by low-level doping of germanium with various
Impurities from columns IIIA and VA of the periodic table, Gallium
doped germanium (Ge:Ga) was the material used for the first astronomical
detection of a FIR fine structure line, the 88 pm 10III3 line detected
by Ward et al. in 1975.
The spectra presented in the present work were obtained with
stressed Ge:Ga photoconductors. ,High purity germanium is doped with low
	 ,r
levels (" 10 14 cm"3 ) of gallium during crystal growth. Germanium has
	 1,
four valence electrons and thus forms covalent bonds with four
neighboring germanium atoms by sharing an electron. Gallium has three
valence electrons, so at an impurity site there is a deficiency of one
electron per atom in forming the crystalline bonds. The result is a
hole which behaves like a positive charge loosely bound to the
negatively charged gallium atom. In effect, the impurity introduces
vacant> discrete levels, often termed impurity acceptor levels, slightly
'above the valence band. Photons of sufficient energy may then excite
electrons into the impurity levels leaving free holes in the top of the
valence bands. In the presence of a bias field, the hole may circulate
through the electronic circuit allowing current flow until the hole
eventually recombines at an impurity site. The photoconductive gain,
i
Gpc, is defined as the number of passes a hole makes through the
detector before recombination. A second important quantity in our -
^a
i
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photoconductor is the quantum efficiency, % defined as the ratio of the
number of incident photons which free a charge carrier, to the total
number of incident photons. In good detector material, impurity levels
are kept quite low to avoid impurity banding effects and maximize free
carrier 11fet1mes, i.e., photoconductive gain. However, lowering the
dopant concentrations effectively increases the mean free path for an
Impurity site ionizing photon, hence lowering the quantum efficiency. A
solution is to increase the detector's physical size. For typical
dopant levels the mean free path of an impurity-site ionizing photon is
5.0 mm, hence the detectors would need to be roughly 5 mm cubes.
Unfortunately, this also increases the detectors cross section for
	
F	
ionizing radiation such as cosmic rays. At aircraft altitudes this can
be a serious problem (see Houck and Briotta 1982), so detector dimen-
sions are generally kept small (144 mm). The detector then must be
placed in an integrating chamber to keep the absorption probability
high.
Gormanium doped with - 2x10 14 cm-' of gallium produces acceptor
i
Impurity levels ~ 10"2 eV, above the valence band. Hence, these detec-
tors are sensitive to FIR shoreward of h
	
130 pm. The application of
a uniaxial stress along the ,[100]_crystallographic axis splits the four
fold degeneracy at the valence edge in the germanium into two doubly
degenerate levels (Price 1961, Hall 1962). The splitting is propor»
tional to the strain amplitude, so that a stress of - 60 kgf/mm 2 will
	
1	 bring the upper valence level to within .006 eV of the acceptor level.
The result is;photpdetective response out to - 205 pm (Kazanskii,
Richards and Haller' 1977; Haller, Hueschen and Richards 1979).`
.
so
Stressed Ge:Ga detectors must be kept at very low temperatures to
prevent phonon excitation of holes into the acceptor impurity levels.
Typical operating temperatures are T - 2.5 0K.
Experience has shown that most of the stress on a stressed detector
Is due to the differential contraction between the detector housing and
the germanium crystal. Thus, the housing should be constructed of a
material with a large coefficient of thermal expansion. Aluminum imme-
diately comes to mind. However, housings made of Al have shown a high
degree of susceptibility to cold flow, and it may take many thermal
cyclings for such a housing to reach a state of equilibrium (Watson
1982). Hard brass appears to be a better candidate for housing material
as it shrinks nearly as much as aluminum with decreasing temperature,
but is less susceptible to cold flow.
Figure 2.8 shows our design for the detector housing. To minimize
cold flow and relaxation of the housing, care has been taken to maximize
the cross section of the brass housing through its weakest point. The
detector is compressed between two polished stainless steel plugs by a
1j4-28 set screw » ball bearing mechanism. The ball bearing serves to
decouple the torque due to the set screw. The integrating cavity is
highly polished and is a snug fit for the stainless plugs insuring that
the faces ofthe plugs are perpendicular to the cavity walls and, hence
the faces ofthe Ge :Ga crystal. Stainless steel was chosen as the plug
material since it is both very hard and has a small thermal expansion
coefficient. This then maximizes the differential contraction between
the housing walls and the steel plugs, hence, maximizing the mechanical
stress on the cooled detector.
ii
I:
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`.	 Figure 2.8. Stressed detector housing and cutaway of finished
detector. With the light cone removed, detectors are inserted through
the cavity behind the light cone. All parts are made of brass save the
stainless steel plugs at either end of the detector and the steel ball
bearing and set screw.
i ^'
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P
Detector material was purchased from Eagle-Picher in the form of a
2 3/4 inch diameter wafer cut 3 mm thick along the 11003 axis.
	 The
'	 germanium had been doped with 2.1x10 14 cm"3 of gallium with less than
1013 pm"a of residual impurities. 	 Ohmic contacts were created as
described by Haller, Hueschen and Richards (1979). 	 Both faces of the
germanium wafer were successively bombarded with 8'' ions at doses of
101 4
 ions/=2 at 25 keV and 2x1014 ions/cm2 at 50 koV.	 The wafers were ?,
E	 i
next annealed at 200°C in an argon atmosphere to remove implantation
damage and to activate the boron.	 The faces were then sputtered with
500 A of palladium to serve as a westing agent and finally a 1 pm layer +I
of gold was sputtered on the faces for electrical contact.
Individual detectors are sliced in 1 mn square sections from the H
wafer with a diamond wafer saw.
	
The final crystals are 1 mm square by 3
mm long along the 11003 axis, 	 The crystals are then etched in a solu-
tion of HNO3 , CH3 000% HF and HBr in the proportion 30:18:18:1 to remove r
damage done by the diamond saw and any oxidized surface I*yers, 	 During I
the etching process, the gold detector contacts must be protected with
an overcoat of nail polish which is later removed with acetone, f;
Electrical contacts to the stressed detector are made through ,0021'
thick soft copper pads which have fine insulated copper wires indium
soldered to one corner.	 These pads are electrically isolated from the
detector housings by two layers of cigarette paper. 	 The papers and
copper pads are centered, one each, on the stainless steel plugs and
held in place with fingernail polish.	 After the polish sets, excess j
paper may be scraped away with a razor blade leaving the integrating
cavity free of any non -metallic substances (save the detector).
^l
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To construct a detector, the stainless steel plugs are first
' inserted into the integrating cavity via the hole threaded for the set
j screw.	 The lead wires are pulled through to come out the entrance aper-
tures
	 Next, the germanium chip is inserted into the housing through the
entrance aperture and centered with a Teflon-restraining jig. 	 Stress is
then applied through 'the set screw - ball bearing assembly.
	
Application
of enough stress to lower the detector resistance by 10-15% at room
temperature is adequate to produce significant response out to - 195
um.	 After application of the stress, the Teflon jig may be removed and
r
the light cone mounted.	 The lead wires are carefully_ threaded out of
1 the cavity through two tiny Q80 drill) holes.- 	 The detector will need
i+
+
to be restressed within a few hours of the initial stressing as the
copper pads will cold flow somewhat. 	 After this first restressing,
however, the detector will maintain a high level of stress throughout
its useful life.	 (For some as yet unexplained reason, our stressed !'
^i detectors seem to lose overall response on time scales of the order 6 f
months - 1 year.)	 An advantage of these housings is that once detector
crystals are cut and etched, a detector may be manufactured within an
hour with a minimum of tools. 	 This is an important point when one con-
stders the rigors of shipping our spectrometer across the continent to
NASA Ames Research Center. 	 In fact, detectors have been made in the
i
i
field and flown within a week of manufacture -- though this was an emer-
'
gency procedure not generally recommended. 	 The manufacture of stressed
detectors has been previously described by Watson (1982) and Haller,
Hueschen and Richards 	 (1979).
For a more complete discussion on photoconductive devices see Bratt
(1977).
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Data presefited in this thesis were taken from two of NASA's air-
borne observatories, the Lear Jet facility and the Y.uiper Airborne
Observatory (KAO).
2.5.1. Lear Jet.
The Lear Jet is by far the smaller of the two facilities. It
carries a 30 cm f/5.5 Dall Kirklam Cassegrain telescope mounted in a
side port. Due to space considerations, we are not able to mount
our interferometer on the hear Jet telescope and instead fly with dust
our grating spectrometer. The side looking dewar is mounted directly to
the backplate of the telescope which is isolated from aircraft vibra-
t1ons-by an air-bearing and Gyroscopically stabilized In flight to an
RMS stability of - .6' on smooth flights. The air bearing requires
that the cabin pressure be only ~ 5 lb/i'n** higher than ambient pres-
sure. -Hence, the cabin altitude is maintained at • 14,000 feet and
the experimenters and pilots mast wear oxygen masks. The telescope
looks out of a side port of the >airplane°at a relative bearing of 270*
to the aircraft motion. The air bearing allows - 6 0 play in the tele-
scope painting iL yaw and roll and the telescope may be mechanically
cranked to center its window from 140 - 280 in azimuth.
t
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through observations of point sources such as the planets.
There is room for one experimenter on the aircraft. 	 Unfortunatelyt
data acquisition requires two experimenters. 	 One experimenter,-the
tracker: sits in the back near the telescope.
	
He operates the tracker
rack and performs such tasks as balancing the telescope and cranking the
elevation setting screw.	 He also has the heart-rending task of acquir-
ing the field to be observed with the aid of a bore-sighted guide te1e-
r., scope.	 This telescope is linked to a video display an the tracker rack
through a photomuttiplier tube and fiber optics bundle.	 The zoomed-in
i
f
tracker field is roughly 1 0 in azimuth by .6 0 in elevation, and the
faintest discernible stars are generally ^ gth magnitude on a
r' I moonless night.	 The zoomed out field is approximately ten times larger,
r4
and consequently it is difficult to see stars fainter than 4 th magni-
tude zoomed out.
	
The Lear Jet has automatic tracking ability facilita..
ted by an on-board tracking computer. 	 This computer senses the image of
a guide star on the tracking screen and stabilizes that image, through
feedback to torquer motors on the gyroscopes. 	 If there are no guide
stars bright enough to be tracked automatically (> 6 th or 7th magni-
^' tude), the observer may manually track with a joystick down to the
dimmest visible stars. 	 The chopper throw of the telescope (produced by
the oscillating secondary) is variable up to 14'. 	 We typically use as
large a throw as possible as our beam sizes are always greater 'than
4 10 1 ;	6' along the direction of the chopper throw. 	 We generally chop
at a frequency which gives the best waveform and noise measurements:
typically, we chop at 35 Hz->	 Chopper throw and beam size are determined`
I^€
i^
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The second observer spends his time running the experimenter's
racks primarily running tie data acquisition program on our IMSAi 8080
microcomputer, The data acquisition program was written by Scott D.
Smyers and recently revised and updated by Charles E. fuller at Cornell
Through its use, the IMSAI sends pulses to the drive box which bursts
the stepper motor controlling the grating and samples the signals input
to the A-0 board. The oscillating signals from the spectrometer are
synchronously demodulated by a pair of Ithaco lock Min amplifiers, The
analog output from the Ithaco's also goes to a strip chart on which the
rack operator notes any unusual events (loss of track, high turbulence)
etc.) in the data acquisition process.
The optimal data acquisition technique is to make a measurement; of
a point in the plus beam, then in the minus beam, burst the grating and
repeat the process until the entire number of points has been sampled in
both beams. This mode, called plus-minus mode, would minimize the
effects of temporal fluctuations in sky emissivity. However, nodding
the telescope from plus beam to minus beam takes time and frequently
	 sl
results in loss of track on the Gear Jet. In addition, each single beam
spectrum generally takes only - 90 seconds, so we usually decide to
take single beam spectra, alternating minus and plus beams in successive
spectra. That is, first a spectral run is taken with the source in the 	 y
plus beam, then the grating is burst back to the starting position and a	 ;(
it
spectral run is taken with the source in the minus beam. Spectra, gene-
rally consist of - 12 points sampled, each point separated from the
next by -1/3 resolution element. In this manner, we sample sufficient
continuum points about the expected line _position to obtain good
1!
.j.
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calibration, and oversample the line position. The final spectrum, as
discussed in Section 2.1 is the difference between the plus and minus
beam spectral runs» Each run is recorded onto a floppy disk to be
reduced post
-flight.
On the best flights up to 39 single beam spectra nave been taken --
even,while mapping a region. Lear Jet flights are limited to roughly
2h1Om
 in duration of which 65»70 minutes are available for astro-
nomical observations. Whenever possible, we take a short (-10 min)
leg on a calibrator and the rest of the available time on a source.
This both verifies the position of the beams relative to the-tracker
screen and ensures similar atmospheric conditions for spectra taken on
both objects.
The Lear Jet, though a mach smaller facility than the KAO offers
several advantages that the KAO does not. For extended sources, the
smaller telescope size of the Lear Jet does not matter as telescope
aperture - solid angle product An (telescope aperture area x beam size)
Is a constant. Furthermore, the Lear chopper throw is significantly
F
r, larger than the KAO chopper throw, thus it is much easier to find a
blank sky reference when observing extended sources from the Lear Jet.
"	 The Lear telescope may observe closer to the horizon (14° vs, 35°)
r	 than the KAO. Thus, a larger portion of the sky is available to the
	
f
Lear observer. One may observe the galactic center from the Lear from
'	 the latitude of Ames with no special flight planning. Lear flight,
't	 series generally consist of 12-16 short (2hlo m ) flights while KAO	 }
series are generally ,2-4 long (7 h3om) flights. Thus, a Lear series	 i
allows one much more flexibility in flight planning -- an important
i
I 
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consideration when timing is important as in occultation events (see
Chapter 4).
Finally, the Lear Jet typically flies at a somewhat higher altitude
than the KAO. Most of the data taking leg of a Lear flight is flown at
altitudes between 43,000 and 45400 feet. While it is true that the KAO
may reach 45,000 feet, this flight level may be achieved only after -
5 1/2 hours of the flight and 41,000 feet may not be achieved until
2 hrs into a flight. Thus, the Lear Jet will have advantages if the
troposphere is high.
2.5.2. KAO.
The KAO is a Lockheed C141A Starlifter which has been modified to
carry a 91.5 cm bent Cassegrain telescope. The telescope is isolated
from the experimenter area in a cavity located just forward of the wing
on the port side of the fuselage. As on the Lear Jet, the telescope is
floated on an air bearing and gyrostabilized. However, as the telescope
Is isolated from the experimenters' area by an ambient pressure cavity,
the experimenters may work in a shirt sleeve environment with no oxygen
masks. The cavity and telescope are usuallypre-cooled prior to takeoff
to lower the thermal background.
The KAO contains three on-board computers to control telescope
pointing, data acquisition and data processing. NASA flight per.onnel
typically consists of-an' ADAMS  (Airborne Data Acquisition and Management
System) operator who oversees KAO computer operations, a tracker opera-
tor, who acquires the star field, one or two telescope operators and the
i
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flight director whose primary task is to keep communication channels
open between experimenters and all other personnel, especially pilots.
There is ample space on board for upwards of six experimenters, though
we have generally flown with four or five. Generally, one person runs
the data acquisition program, one writes notes on the strip chart and
updates the rotation angle, a third reduces data on the EXEC computer,
and the fourth "guides" which is to say tweaks the telescope beam to
keep it centered in the spectrometer entrance aperture,
The data acquisition program written by Charles Fuller runs on our
IMSAI microcomputer which is linked to the ADAMS system through a-serial 	 ?
q	
port. The IMSAI controls the pertinent data acquisition commands:
bursting the grating and interferometer, sampling the detector signals
which have been synchronously demodulated by Ithaca lock-in amplifiers,
commanding the tracker computer to nod the telescope through the DATA
computer and receiving error flags from the EXEC through the DATA compu-
ter. Data sampled by the IMSAI is written on a floppy disk and trans-	 a
ferred over to the ADAMS system where it is written on hard disk and
{
magnetic tape. Data reduction is possible in flight using the program
MAY, written by Scott Smyers. The program runs on the EXEC computer
and performs fast Fourier transforms.	 -	 I
KAO flights generally last 7 1/,2 hours, of which - 6 1/2 hours 	 l
i
are available for observations. This is sufficient time to allow obser-
vations of - six objects including a calibrator. Objects to be obser-
ved must be within the 35 -72° window (in elevation) of the telescope.
To ensure proper function of the interferometer, we usually observe a
source with a strong continuum such as M42 or a planet on our first
^l
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logo	 With a strong continuum source we single step our interferometer
through zero path at two or three different grating positions to verify
our preflight zero path position.
	
Actual interferograms generally con- 	 l
sist of 2n*2 data points (n r 4 1 5,6) beginning with a sample one l
burst negative of zero path.	 For our 5 cm travel stage we have general- 	 I
ly used 34 data points which fill a fr?e spectral range large enough to
encompass the bandpasses of both detectors.	 On the KAO, ° nodding is	 I^
I
usually a trivial procedure controlled by the XMSAX through the tracker,
I
computer.	 The nodding procedure employed generally consists of taking
the integration at the first interferometer position in the plus beam, 	 ; ]
nodding and integrating in the minus beam, burst the interferometer to
^; I
position two, take a minus integration, nod to take a plus integration, +
burst and so on until we have completed the 34integrations. 	 Each data
point typically consists of the difference between five seconds integra-
ting in the plus beam and five seconds inte gratin g in the minus beam.
Including time spent in nodding (-.I sec), pausing for telescope and
llll
z
electronic stabilization (• 1 sec) and bursting the interferometer
I sec) each 34 point interferogram takes-- 8 minutes.	 Upon com-
pletion of a forward interferogram, we take a reverse interferogram, 1
beginning at largest travel and bursting back to zero path. 	 During an
entire flight over forty interferograms are often taken.
Tracking on a guide star is accomplished by a tracking computer
operated by NASA personnel. 	 The tracker is similar to that on the Lear
Jet, but much more sensitive,' being able to track stars of visual magai » j
tude, my = 10.5 to a few areseconds stability. 	 Use of a dichroic to
f	 1.
split the infrared beam from the visible enables us to guide on the 	 ^f
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focal plane image. We have made use of an excellent offset guider
developed by Prof. James R. Houck to guide on stars as dim as 12th
magnitude in the focal plane.	 The offset guider is a twin reticle
device which corrects for field rotation by actual rotation of one of
the reticles.	 This movable reticle is placed over a guide star while
the fixed reticle denotes the location of the source. 	 The fixed reticle
Is aligned with the telescope » spectrometer boresight through a pre-
flight procedure with a chopped-collimated infrared source.	 (Referred
r to as Erickson's source after its inventor, pr. Edwin F. Erickson of
NASA Ames Research Center.)
	
Offsets to the guide star are calculated
k'
P	 _
preflight and dialed into the movable reticle for each object.,
	
Keeping
the ZR source in the entrance aperture is then just a matter of keeping
^.` the guide star in the rotating movable reticle.
	
Rotation angles are
provided from the housekeeping utilities of the ADAMS system.	 Focal
plane guiding may be practiced on sources as far as 9' from their guide
stars. Pointing accuracy may be quite high with such a system, as
small as *_ 5 11 , while guiding stability is probably of the same order
RMS. The plate scale at the focal plane is - 14"/mm which means the
441 1 %1 1 .4x4 mm slits in our spectrometer define
_
a square beam roughly 'xl'.
The chopper throw of the KAO is variable up to 9'. Generally we
use a throw just larger than the source extent as nodding takes longer
`	 with larger chopper throws (it also takes longer with fainter guide
stars) and the chopper is less efficient with larger throws (the time
spent between beams is larger for larger throws). The KAO chopper is
easily rotated up to 90', and the 'centroid of the chopper duty cycle may
be varied to minimize the infrared signal from the telescope. As in the
ii
jt
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Lear Jet, chopper frequency is chosen to minimize system noise.
Generally chopper frequencies of 26 Hz have been used.
2.G. bata.Acquis •it•ion_.and Reduction,
Data sampling rates and plus-minus reduction are essentially
equivalent for the two observatories. We usually integrate for five
seconds in each beam for each interferometer or grating position. i
These five second integrations, called points, Pi , are subdivided into
i
35 separate integrations, sn, ,143 seconds each, each of which is
stored on floppy disk. A postflight de-glitching program written by C.
Fuller, may be used to remove spikes in the data presumably caused by 	 j
cosmic rays. They are easily recognized asspikes as they typically
	
I
last one or two Ithaco time constants (usually set at 125 ms or - 1 Hz
bandwidth). Generally data is automatically de-glitched by throwing out
the five integrations which deviate the most from the mean. This usual-
ly results in ~ 20% increase in the signal/noise ratio. The data
point for each beam Pi+,_ is then given by the average of the N re-
maining data points
N
Pi +,- = 1/N E sn
n=1
1.?	 1
with noise, (standard deviation from the mean), given by 	 R
1
N
ni q•,,	 C 1/N E C (Pq +,^
	
sn) 2 /(N-1 ) 7i /2
n=1
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The izjaaT ,&fGno1 for each grating or interferometer position is the
difference rjetweea, tIe plus and iminus beam measurements, so
Pi m Fe++ — Pt- , ni a ( nz i* + nai» )l/z
n r,oro thf:^ taint forwar i., due to the Fourier transform routine required
fj,r= khe )C^ data,,.: data,_ redaction takes different routes for the two
fail-''Iti
 
es.
r.	 C.ir aee
	F^	 "rati j spectre are averaged with the program AVRG. AVRG presents
.k the	 with three options for data reduction, The common denominator
	
7	 fir v
—,a three is the ffnal noise calculation. In all case$, two noise
estimates are made ) and the larger of the two is chosen as the noise in
the zseraged file. If we average N files, each of which contains a
measurement Pi of the source flux at wavelength ai, then we define
	
'	 two error estimators
	
"	 1) Relative mean error -- also known as the standard deviation from
the mean:
	
'	
N
arms _ ( I/Mi E 1 C Vs- Pi ) ' /(N-1 ) 1) zix
2) Mean error -- often termed "internal error":
ams x ( I/N E n1 2 )i/z
If the number of spectra is -sufficiently high, (> 5) then the two
error estimates should converge.
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These two error estimates apply to a "straight" average of the
data, Leo where each data point is given equal weight ( C° 1):
»	 N
trs	 I/N i PI
If one feels that the errors Associated with each data point Pi
are reasonable, it is desirable to perform a "weighted" average of the
data files, where each data point is weighted by the inverse of the
variance:
rw 
,^X1p i /n i 2 ; i
 ^1/n12
In this 'case, the mean error is given by
o'mw	 (	 I1nI1 )1/2
r The relative mean error is:
armrr	 C I/N (N„1 ) ^ ' (rW"pi) 2/n i 2 : X I/ni t 11/2
If all of the ni are equal, justifying the use of a straight average; 	 "!
then pw = Fs, a0w = ac. and 'urmw	 °'rms»
External errors due to guiding, sky fluctuations or instrumental
	 I'
fluctuations may be compensated for through use of the third option of
AVRG; maximum likelihood averaging of files." This technique was sugges-
ted by Stephen E. Schneider and has been implemented for much of the
Lear data reduction. The essence of the technique is that it acknow-
ledges the existence of external systematic noise in our data, and tries 	 ^C
^iF
N
exp[^1/2i E1ei 2/(ni 2 	 s2)31
to maximize the probability that the final average is the correct one
through adding a common external error, in quadrature to each data
file.
Assuming the N data points Pi, for each wavelength %j are
normally distributed with variance ni t
 + 52 where ni is our measured
noise and s is the external noise, to be determined, then the likelihood
function'is given by:
L(s) m 1/x(2	 N11/(ni 2 + 62)1/2
where e i a Pi » P. and P = O'w, as above. Maximizing with respect
to $2 we have
K/asz )I 	 x 0 = »1/2
 1/(ni 2+s 2) +1/2 ei2/(ni2+s 2)2
bmax
If we let
f(52) =	 e; 2/(nI2.+S2)2 .. E 1/(ni 2+s 2) _ 0
	
•i	 I
then af(s )/as
	 i	 i	 )	 E	 i
	
2	 2	 2	 e 2 /(n 2+S 23 + 1/(p 2.}322
I
We may use -the Newton-Raphson method to solve for s
i
($')2
	
S2 _ f(s2)+[Df(s2)/aS2]
	
and iterate until Is'	 s) S an acceptable error.
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The maximum likelihood option of AVRG makes these calculations to
Mind s for each wavelength Xj. The new error for each file is then
ni l R (nit + s2)112 and averages are calculated as in the weighted
average options. The resulting average spectra differ little from
weighted averages; means shift a few percent and the final errors are
usually slightly smaller, as the relative mean error approaches the mean
error.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, spectra are divided by spectra of
standard calibrators to remove as much as possible the convolved pre-
sence of telluric water vapor features, detector and filter response
functions, and beam profile from the source spectrum. Standard calibra-
tors used on Lear Jet flights are the planets Venus, Mars: Saturn and
Jupiter, and the Moon. Of the planets, Jupiter and Venus provide the
most power, hence the best signal/noise ratios. However, the atmosphere
of Jupiter is known to contain deep NH3 features, and one must constant-
ly be aware of such features when using Jupiter as a calibrator (see
Figure 2 . 9). The J = 2 and J = 3 rotation-inversion bands of NH3 occur
In the bandpass of our spectrometer at - 125 and 170 um (see 2ncrenaz
et a1. 1971 for details). Venus would be a more suitable candidate, but
proximity to the sun prohibits its use much of thetime. The Moon might
appear to be an ideal calibrator, however its larger angular size means
It fills the beam quite differently from the average astronomical
source, which diminishes its value as a calibrator.
Calibrator spectra, C7, are taken at the same grating position,
hence wavelength, Xi, as the source spectra, PI. The resulting
spectrum'si is then
$i = Pi /CI
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Figure 2,9. Theoretical far-infrared spectrum of Jupiter from Encrenaz
	
r `	 II
et al. 1971. The J = 2 (-1701jm) and J a 3 (-125um) pure rotational
bands of NH 3 are within the spectral range of our spectrometer and
t
must be avoided when using Jupiter as a calibrator.
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with associated noise vi . Si (002/Ci2+ ni2/pi2)1/2. Absolute Flux
calibration follows from the known physical parameters of the tali-
hrator.
Dividing of spectra is accomplished by the program LINFIT, LINFIT
also allows one to calculate the flux in an emission or absorption
j	 feature by fitting a weighted least squares Gaussian plus polynomial to
the divided spectrum. Baseline curvature is usually entirely removed
through the dividing of spectra, so the polynomial is usually first
order,
If one knows the precise location of an expected line in low
signal/noise ratio data, one may recover some Information from the data
through the binning option of LINFIT, Since we oversample our data,
data, usually three samples/resolution element, we may average, or bin,
these three elements into one number. This final number generally has a
S/N ratio /3 times better than tho individual samples, resulting in the
recovery of useful data from a noisy spectrum. Binning may be achieved
through a straight or weighted average, as above«
2sVwZa KIlO
The data acquisition program written by Charles E. Fuller performs
In-flight plus-minus reduction on the KAO. This plus-minus reduced file
is 'transferred to the EXEC via the DATA computer, The data file is
accessible to the program, MVAY, written by S ,Smyers which allows the
experimenter to perform a first cut data reduction in flight. The fast
r
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Fourier transform routine for 144YAY was developed by B. Langdon and S.
Sande at Princeton University, from the approach of Cooley and Tukey
(1965)	 In-flight data reduction is an invaluable aid, as it enables
"
i
us to estimate when we have integrated sufficiently on a line and may
move on to the next feature,
The KAO data is de-glitched prior to post-flight plus-minus reduc-
tions using the individual integrations stored on floppy disks during
flight. _ The Fourier transform program which runs on the IMSAI,- again
i
written by S. Smyers, is similar to the in-flight program.	 The program
reconstructs wavelengths from the burst size, step size and grating
' central wavelength as in Section 2.3.3 above. - The Fourier transform
i
r
routine calculates k,oth the cosine and sine transforms.	 As reflected
' data are symmetric about zero path, all the sine components are zero,
Averages are performed in the standard way, with each interferogram
E^1 being transformed first and resultant spectra averaged with equal
weight, i.e.	 f
si 
= 1/N	 s ij	 nj = [	 11N	 (si j-sj )Z1(N - 1)
1i-1	 i=1
where sj = average of the N data points si j each with error nib.
The noise nj is just the standard deviation from the mean.
f	 With our 5 cm travel .^tage, walkoff has been a chronic problem. As
`	 mentioned in section 2.3.5 above, this "droopy shoulder" appearance may
be minimized by fitting a line to the data and raising the wings. In
addition, our Fourier transform programs allow one to apodize the data
i. A
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with spectral lag windows. These windows smoothly apodize the data from
a weight of one at zero path to a weight of zero at largest path *
 'This
effectively eliminates the discontinuity at largest path and results in
a higher signal to noise ratio in the transformed spectrum at the
expense of system resolution. When apodixation is necessary we have
generally used the Bartlett (triangle) window which weights the data
according to:
wi	 1, - i/N
where i denotes the data point as measured from the zeroth data point
(zero path) and N is the total number of bursts (= # data points - 3).
The CO spectra of Figures 2.1 and 2.4 are apodized data with droopy
shoulders removed, For a complete discussion of spectral lag windows,
see Jenkins and Watts (1968). For a complete discussion of the fast
Fourier transform see Bergland (1969). A discussion of Fourier-trans
form spectrometers and interferogram sampling error correction tech-
niques may be found in Moller and RoOshild (1971),
I
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CHAPTER 8
FINE STRUGTURC LINES AND RADIATIVE TRANSFER
3.1. Tnte•oduction..
This chapter is split into two sections,	 The first section dis-
cusses the physics of fine structure transitions and radiative transfer,
p	 , while the second section briefly discusses some of the processes which +
compete with fine structure lines to cool the interstellar medium.
Fine structure levels occur in any atomic or ionic species with
valence electrons.	 The two species of concern in this work, CII and 01,
''. have one and four equivalent 2p electrons respectively. 	 The resulting
2p^ and 2p `^ configurations are ordered by the residual electrostatic
r interaction into terms which differ in total orbital angular momentum
y I.	 li and total spin angular momentum of the electrons S	 si.
1
i
We have denoted by li the orbital angular momentum, 	 (I li
I	
= 1), ^^
r	 ' and by si the spin angular momentum (I si 1 = 1/2) of each 2p elec-
tron.
	
For CII there is only one 2p electron resulting in the sirigle
1
term 2 P.	 The superscript denotes the number of levels of which the term
is composed, and equals 25+1.	 The letter P denotes the total	 orbital ^I
angular momentum of the term and follows the usual 	 convention S,P,D,F,
... refering to terms of L = 0 ) 1,2 2 3,...	 The 2P term is further split
}
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by the spin-orbit (L*S coupling) interaction into the levels 2p 3/2s
2 P 1 /2 where the subscript denotes J s L + S» Each level, J, has a
degeneracy gJ given by gj # 2J*I. The 167 um CCII] fine struc-
ture line results from radiative transitions from the 2p3 /2 level to
the 2P1/2 ground state.
The 2p4 configuration of 01 is split into the three terms Is, 1D,
and 3 P. The lowest lying term is that with the highest spin (Hund's
rule), the 3 P term. This triplet is split into the levels 3PO, 3P 1 and
3 P2 . As the 2p shell is more than half full, the levels +,re inverted,
with the level of largest J, 3 P 2 , being the ground state. Figure 3.1
shows the 01 level diagram. The 1S and ID levels are metastable, the
forbidden transitions to the 3 P term resulting in the familiar nebular
M	 lines at - 6300 A and - 2972 A. These levels have excitation tem-
peratures z 20,000 °K and are thus negligibly excited in the low tempera-
ture (T - a few hundred °K) regions where the FIR fine structure lines
dominate the cooling. The 145.53 um line arises from radiative transi-
tions from the 3 Po .. 3P 1 level while the 63.17 µm line occurs through
transit-ions from the 3P l level to the 3 P2 ground state.
Fine structure lines occur between levels in a configuration. The
fine structure lines of concern in this work occur between levels within
a term and as such involve no change in the spatial wavefunction-of the
electronic state, but rather changes in J, i.e., the vector addition of
the S and L vectors, As such) these transitions are forbidden to
electric dipole radiation. Magnetic dipole transitions are allowed and
hence the excited fine structure levels are metastable with lifetimes
_	 days.
I
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Figure 3.1, Energy levels for the (1s) 2 (2s) 2 (2N)4 configuration of	 j
neutral oxygen. Wavelengths for the visible and ultraviolet lines area
taken from Osterbrock, 1974.
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Much may be learned from the study of FIR fine structure lines. As
we show in section 3.3 below, fine structure lines: particularly the 157
j;	 um [CIII line dominate the cooling of gas at temperatures below a few
thousand degrees. In section 3.2, we show that the measurement of one
FIR fine structure line together with a rp iori knowledge of the number
i	 density of exciting particles, nc (such as from radio measurements)
i allows one to determine the relative abundance of the emitting species,j!
The ratio of the two [OIJ fine structure line intensities enables one to
determine ne in ;a model -independent way. The importance of far
?	 infrared and submillimeter fine structure tines has been the subject of
j(	 several reviews in the recent literature including: Simpson (1975),
Z. 	 Kafatos and lynch (1980), Watson and Storey (1980), and Harwit (1984).
3.2 Radia ye„T a_f
3.2.1. Equation of Transfer.
The fundamental equation governing macroscopic radiative processes
In regions as diverse as stellar interiors and diffuse interstellar
clouds is the equation of transfer:
dIv/ds u 
"avly + iv
	 [3,13
Y
where Iv [erg s "1 cm-2 sr -1 Hz -1 3 is the specific intensity of the
beam along a pathlengih s [cml, and av Ccm"'] and iv [er g s " 1 sr"1
cm"J
 Hz -1 3 are the monochromatic absorption and emission coefficients.
This equation fully describes the macroscopic behavior% of radiation in a
medium which both absorbs and emits radiation. The measured quantity,
Iv, allows us to determine the physical properties av and iv of
4
it
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the medium.
	
The primary task for this section is to determine forms for
these two coefficients, and hence solve 34, 	 Much of the formalism we
use in this discussion follows Rybicki and Lightman (1979) and Spitzer
(1978).
In principle, when av and JV are known it is easy to solve the f
^	 II
equation of transfer.	 Unfortunately, scattering is also present in a
real medium thus complicating the analysis. 	 We postpone the discussion
of scattering to section 3.2.4.
Equation 3.1 is readily solved in two limiting cases:
1 -» Emission only, a = P. 	 If IV (P) is the background intensity
1i
incident upon an emitting stab of thickness s, then the emergent
intensity IV is given by
I
`5	 {	 {
IV = f 3v (s) ds	 + IV)
2 -» Absorption only, J V - P.	 het IV (P) again be the intensity t
Incident upon our absorbing slab of thickness s $ then the intensity will
be attenuated in the medium so that the emergent intensity is given by: {	
`I
r
IV	 IV(P) exp(	 ( a(s')	 ds'
I	
o 1
One ;defines the optical depth, Tvp by
drV :	 aV ds	 +	 TV (s)	 J av (s') ds'.	 [3.27 w
o ^
Hence,	 in case 2,
IV = IV (P) e-TV
1
k
,,,.^._
	 -_	 ___
	
., •
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From the exponential form of the above equation, it is clear that
the average photon will travel to (at least) an optical depth TV with
probability e"Tv . Thus, the average optical depth traversed by a
photon, <TV >, is unity.
C
<TV > 'a. f TVe_TV dTV = 1
0
We may define the mean free path of a photon, A V , in a homogeneous
medium by <T V > = <av¢v> = 1 --+ RV = 1/ay. A medium is said
to be optically thin if the average photonescapes the medium without
absorption, i.e., T V < L If TV > I., the medium is optically
thick. Dividing 3.1 by av we may rewrite the equation of transfer In
termsof the source function, Sv 	 Jv/av and optical depth TV
dIV = IV + SvdTV
i
This leads us to the formal solutionof the equation of transfer
	
Iv(TV) = I V (R) e`TV + Tve" (T
V
 -TV 
')S
V( TV) dTV'	 C3.33;
If the source function is constant in the medium, we may integrate
to yield
IV (TV ) = SV ,+ e ­TV(IV(*SV)
Note: As T V + m, I V + Sv. Also note that in thermodynamic
equilibrium, we must have ,iv = avBv (Kirchaff's law) where B y is
the Planck blackbody function given By
I
F
k
L
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By ^ 2hv3	 ehv/kT„^ ^.i
02-
Thus if a system is thermalized at some temperature T, the source
function reduces to the Planck function.
3.2,.2. Einstein Coefficients and Detailed Balance.
a
a
t
	ti	
Einstein first realized that Kirchoff I s law implies a relationship 	 !
between the emission and absorption of radiation on the atomic level.
fThis relationship is expresser., through the Einstein coefficients.
	
s	 Let us begin by limiting our, attention to a two level quantum
1
system, denoted by u (upper) and 1 (lower). The difference in energy 	 s
between the levels is DEuI	 hvul. We define Aul as the sponta-
neous decay rate through emission of a photon when the system makes a
spontaneous transition from level u to 1. In addition, a passing photon
	
^f	 r	 ;1
of et¢;ryy
I	
hvul may be absorbed by the. system in the ground state 1 and
excite the atom to the excited level u. If we denote dv = 1/4n_Iv
l
dS as the mean intensity of the photon field, then the probability,
	
Ii	 Pa, of a photon being absorbed per unit time is given by
pa M Blu f dv^ (v) dv
,
where`Blu is the Einstein coefficient for absorption and ^(v) is the
I
r'
.
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line profile, which in general is strongly peaked about vul and is
normalized by f O(v) dv	 1.
0
If the system is in the excited state $ then the photon field may
stimulate emission of a photon. The Einstein coefficient for stimulated
emission Sul is defined such that the probability, PS, per unit time
of the emission of a-photon through stimulated emission is:
CO
ps = gulf Jvo(v) dv
0
For individual atoms, the line profiles may be approximated by a
Lorentz profile:
,^(v) 
aY/47r2
(v"vul)2 + (Y/47r)2
where Y is the natural line width, related by the uncertainty principle
to the Einstein A coefficient for the transition by Y » Aul. For
the lines of interest in this work, Aul ° 10- 4 -IU«6 s" l . At reason-
10	
D
able astrophysical temperatures (T > 0 K), oppler line widths are
"Dpp > 106_107
 Hz for these lines
	
mach greater than the natural line
widths. Therefore, the mean intensity Jv is constant over the natural
line profile, and we may take Jv out of the integral above. Evalua-
ting;Jv at the line center, we have:
Ps =g Sul Jvul
	
[3.43
The Einstein coefficients are related at the atomic level (the
system need not be in thermodynamic equilibrium) by:
44,
f^
f	
^{{
k
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Blu	 9u/9l Bul
02
Bul " 2hv
3 Aul
ul
E3 .53
13.5]
The absorption and emission coefficients may thus be written in
	
i
terms of the Einstein coefficients:
	
%	 by /41r	 n l Blu " nu Bul ) o(v )	 [3.73
Jv
 = by /4v ( nuAul ) ^(v)	 13.83
Stimulated emission has been included as negative absorption since stim-
ulated emission and absorption both are dependent on the local photon
field.	
+IRewriting the equation of transfer 3.1 in terms of the Einstein
coefficients we have:
	
dIv "_ -hv	 by^
ds	 (n]g lu " nuBu1) p (v ) Iv * 4n nuAu14'( v ) 	 C3.9] I
We divide 3.9 by av and integrate to obtain:
S by
zv ° u ^ ^(v) nuAule"Tvds 	 [3.10]
Most far-infrared fine structure lines are optically thin (Tv -:1).
^
k	
For these lines, we may immediately integrate 3.10 to yield:
	 !
'	 a
fr
	
I f Iv
 dv - by NuAul	
by 
nu NI Aul
	
[3.11]	
i
4	
U	 4,r	
ni
64-
f
so
Thus our measured parameter, the intensity in the line integrated over
the line profile, Is determines the column density Nu a nus of the
emitting species in the excited state u. To determine the total column
density, NI of the emitting species, we must determine the relative
level populations nu/nI. We turn our attention to an atomic system
with arbitrary number of energy levels m.
In local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), levels are populated
according to the Boltzmann distribution:
nj /n , a g j/f e"E j /kT
	 [3.123
where gj
 is the statistical weight of level j which has an excitation
`	 energy Ej above the J#7 ground state. nj/ni is the ratio of the
number density or" level j.to the total number density of the species
nI. f is the partition function defined by:
f kE gk a"Ek/kT
`	 LTE is maintained only when coilisional processes dominate radiative
processes In determiningthe 'level populations. In the interstellar
medium, where number densities are quite small, collisional excitation
rates for fine structure levels are often comparable to radiative tran-
s1tion rates', Thuss the fine structure levels are rarely populated in
accordance with the Boltzmann distribution. For a steady state system,
we may determine the relative level populations through the principle of
detailedbalance •
 the number of transitions into a level i per unit
time must equal the number of transitions out of that level per unit
time.
,E
11
.
.I
r^
r.^
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Levels are populated and depopulated through both collisional and
radiative processes. For a steady state, the net change in the pepula-
tion of a level j per unit time is zero, dnj/dt • 0. Equating transi-
tions into a level j to those out of the level j we have,
kEjnk(ncxkj+ BkjJvkj ) kEj nkAkj
m nj( kI j (ncYjk+BjkJvkj ) +kIjAjk)	 C3.133
Equation 3.13 is subject to the constraint that I_n j o n I .,-
the sum of the populations of the levels equals the total population of
the emitting species. In 3,13 above, nkAkj (njAjk) are the
spontaneous decay rates into (out of) the level J. and nkBkjdvkj
(njBjkJv jk ) are the absorption and stimulated emission rates
into (out of)the level jr Jv kj is the man intensity of the
radiation field at the tine center frequency vkj. The collisional
excitation rate into the level j is defined by ncykj [see 1 3 where
again no = number density of coilisionally exciting particles
(electrons, protons )_ hydrogen atom .or hydrogen molecules), and Tkj
Is the rate coefficient for collisional excitation of level J. The rate
coefficient for collisional -depopulation of level j, yjk is related
to 
Ykj 
by:
Y	 g /4 Y e_Ejk/kTjk	 k .j P
a
where Ejk	 Ek , Ej^	 c
Rate coefficients are defined as the mean value of the transition
probability per unit time for excitation of a level averaged over a
i
-r
'I
}
^u
i^
^f
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Maxwellian velocity distribution for exciting particles. The collisionl
excitation rate is given by Yak K <vrajk> where ojk is the
h.	 excitation cross section, vc is the velocity of the exciting particles
and the brackets denote the velocity average. For electronic excitation
I
	
1
of ionic species, the cross section may be written in a particularly
useful form by defining a "collison strength" n(3,k)
ojk m n /gj Ch/(2ttmeve)72 001k)
where % Q electron mass. Collision strengths are calculated quantum
mechanically and are fairly constant with temperature above the
threshold energy for collisional excitation of the ion. For the
fine-structure transitions of interest in this thesis, the electron
temperature in ionized regions is always much greater than the
excitation threshold. Collision strengths may be shown to be symmetric,
n(k,j) = n (J,k) and are related to the rate coefficients by:
h2 
n(jak)
Yk3 a gk(2nne)3 2 (kT) 1 2
Thus above threshold, the rate coefficients for electronic excitation of
ionic species are proportional to T"1 /20
Collisional cross sections, akj, tend to be constant for low
energy collisions between neutral particles, such as HI » OI
collisions. Collision strengths thus vary as T resulting in rate
coefficients proportional to T*1 /2. Rate coefficients mast thus be
tabulated as a function of temperature.
I
w
1i
t	 try ^%^^ r	 s	 ^'	 _ ,
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Table 5.2
Observations
Region	 Transition	 Intensity	 Comments
(erg s"1cm"2sr"1)
	Broadbeam [0I] 3 Po»$P1	 2.210.4x10r3 This work normalized
A4
	 A A
(4 1 x6')	 (145.53 µm)
	
from 7'x7' beam.
COI] 3P1"3P2
(63.17 µm)
[CII] 2P3/2_2P1/2
(157.73um)
3.0x10"2 Estimate from contour map
of purniss et al. (1983).
3,8±1.140" 3 Kurtz et al. (1983).
Trapezium COI] 3Po_3P 1 	 5.711.7x10"3 This work.
(1'x1')
	
(145.53 µm)
[01] 3p1_1 P2
	
6.2±0.6x10'2 Werner et al. (1982)	 +^
(63.17 gm)
	
(45" circular beam).	 j
C - 3	 1 5^
Ii
3
1
^I
o
Ia1
5.4.1. Ionization Fronts,.
The 63 µm, intensity expected from an ionization front of thickness
D and number density of electrons, ne is given by equation 3.19:
363	 2	 noI.. (n e D) eOI
ne n0I	 nH
In this equation, and for the discussion which follows we use gaseous
oxygen and carbon abundances as determined for the inner regions (within
2' of the Trapezium) by Peimbert (1982): eono/nH = 4.740-4;
eCn0/nK , 3.740-4.
The thickness of the ionization front is likely to be of the order
of the mean free path of a Lyman a photon, D - 10 17 /nH cm. If we
assume pressure equilibrium between the D-type ionization front (cf.
Spitzer 1978) and the inner regions of the Orion Nebula Cne - 4500
cm-
3 ; Te - 8900°K (Peimbert 1982)], 50% ionization and an electron
temperature Te .. 6000°K in the ionization front, then:
I ,. 4x106 erg s«i cm..2 sr
-
1	
	^ 1
where we have used Figure 3.7 for 363/(nenOl)• This is four
orders of magnitude smaller than the observed COI] intensities. We
conclude that the observed [013 emission does not arise in the ioniza-
tion front.
s
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5.4.2. Warm Neutral Regions.
[0I] transitions may also be excited through collisions with neu-
tral hydrogen atoms in the dense CII regions just beyond the ionization
front, (See Chapter 4 for a discussion of CII regions.) We begin our
discussion by first restricting ourselves to our broad-beam ( 4'x6' emit-
ting region) measurements.
{ 5.4,2.1* eroadbeam models.
CII
pressure
HI atoms
would exj
observed
regions typically have temperatures of the order 300 1% In
equilibrium, the GII region would thus have a number density of
nHI . 3x10 5
 cm-3 . For such temperatures and pressures, we
)ect a line ratio, 163/1146 a 40 (Fig. 3.8). However, the
intensity ratio for our broadbeam measurements is - 18. This
means the 63 um radiation oust be self-absorbed.
To reproduce the observed 63 um 'intensity, the minimum column den-
sity of neutral oxygen in an emitting region of temperature T - 300°K
and density nH . 3x105 cm-3 is given by equation 3.19:
NOI	
163	 1.64018 cm`s
(j63/nHnOI)nH
The line center optical depth is given by eq. 3.22 in equation 3.24:
1f2 3
TG3 - e 13	 3 63	 gl N"
	 01	 [5.1]
6v O 8,r	 92
,s
i
y^
1
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where N2 and N1 are the column densities of oxygen atoms in levels Joni
and JAI, e63 is the probability per absorption of'collisional
de-excitation of the J-1: level, gj are the statistical weights of
level J, and Dv D is the Doppler width of the 63 um line, For T =
300% and nHI - 3x1US CM -3, e63 " .38 (equations 3,26 and 3.27).
Using Fi0ore 3.4 we estimate the relative level populations: nl /n2 "
.052, no/n 2 - .019. Thus NZ " .93 NOI, N1 " .052 NOI, and we have:
3x105
T 63 "
4v D
Jaffe and Pankonin (1978) have ;measured the C109a and C1370 radio
recombination lines from carbon atoms in the dense CII regions just
beyond the ionization front. They measure a line width , (FWHM) "_4 km
s	 corresponding to a Doppler width,: Av D (see equation 3.23), of
2.4 km s «1 . If we assume that this is the width of FIR lines emerging
from the dense CII regions, the 63 µm line must have. an optical depth
T 63 >' 1.2• We 'construct models for the [011 emitting CII regions with
self-absorption of the 63 um radiation in mind.
Radial velocities of the carbon recombination lines led Jaffe and
Pankonin to model the emission as arising from three distinct dense CII
regions, di ,!'inguished by their radial velocities. The low velocity
(vLSR - 6 km s »1 ) CII region lies in front of the HII region in the
ri
iI
!	 +Ii
i
E
r.
f
j
I	 ^'
dark bay. The middle velocity region (vLSR " 8.5 km s "1 ) is thought
to be a sheet of material viewed edge-on which lies at the interface	 f
between the HII region and M43 to the northeast. The highest velocity
1
i
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v
LSR ' 11 km s" 1 ) CII region lies behind the Trapezium at the inter-
face between the HII region and the molecular cloud. The half-power
distribution of these CII regions is - 7' (R.A.) x 5' (Dec.) in extent
centered roughly 2' north of the Trapezium. Thus the CII regions
coincided reasonably well with the observed COIF emission.
Kurtz et al. (1983) have observed the 157 um rCII3 line emission
from these CII regions using an earlier version of our grating spectro-
meter. In their 4'x7' beam centered on the FIR continuum peak, they
measure a line intensity I 157 - 3.8x10" 3 erg s"1 cm»z sr- 1 . Assuming
the 145 um COI] line and the 157 um CCII] lines arise in the same
regions, we may use the ratio of the line intensities (assuming both
lines are optically thin) to determine the temperature of the emitting
regions. Figure 5.3 displays the ratio of the reduced emissivities of
the two lines
J14s	 no
C noI nHI nH
R = --
J1s7	 ne
•	 ( nCII°HI nH
as a function of density for various temperatures of interest. The
cosmic abundance terms above (n 0/n H = MxIO-1 ; nC/n H = 3.740"")
normalize the emissivities to emissivity per hydrogen atom.
Also plotted in Figure 5.3 is the locus of points determined by the
requirement that there be pressure equilibrium between the compact HII
region and the CII fronts. It can be seen that the 145 um to 157 um
line ratio is a sensitive temperature indicator in the density regions_-
of interest. The ratio of the measured 145 um intensity to the 157 um
n
A
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,	 ^  	 toco^tc
nox ° 4.5 x10"4nH
M	 700'
1.0	 nott=3.7x10AnH 	l
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Figure 5.3.	 The ratio of the 145.53µm [01] to 157.74m ECII] line
Intensities as a function of n HI .	 We have assumed abundances of
oxygen and ionized carbon as given by Peimbert, 1982. 	 The dotted
line crossing the temperature contours depicts solutions which
correspond to pressure equilibrium for the CII region and the
ionized gas.
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intensity is:
	
	
IN'
R=ice=0.58
.
	
1157
Using Figure 5,3 we determine T - 350°K, n H " 2.3405
 cm" 3
 for the
emitting regions,
From equation 3,19, we calculate the average tine of sight column
density of CO17 emitting material:
HHI C
	
1145	
= 7.34021 cm"2
(x145 / nOlnHi) n0/nH (nHI)
where we have used Figure 3.6 to determine J145/no,nHi for T =
350°K and nHi = 2.3x10 5 cm"3 . This column density is within the
range of models for CII regions (see section 4.3.2.1),
Using equation 3.22 in equation 3.24, we calculate the line center
optical depth of the 145 um line:
1/2 3
T145 = 
E145A 3145 ( go Ni- " HO
	ev 8n	 gi
C145 may be calculated from equations 3.28 in equation 3.29, evaluating
Jv°with equation 3.44:
E 14s " .76
Using Figure 3.4 to obtain the relative, level populations we have:
T145 " . 04
^j
	
s :lv^, £
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In a completely analogous manner, we calculate E ls7 - •98, ns/2/nl/2
1.55, N3 /2 - 1.62x1018
 cm"2 , N1/2 - 1.08x1018 cm"z, so that T167
.34. Thus both lines are optically thin, and we are justified in
using their ratio to determine the temperature of the emitting regions.
As argued above, the 63 um radiation must be self-absorbed. To
estimate the 63 Pm Intensity from the CII regions; we must refer to the
analysis of optically thick lines given in Section 3.2,5 above.
The intensity of the 63 um line as related to the Planck blackbody
function, B„ is given by equation 3,43:
1 63 = IVAV	 BVAV [ 1 + a (1:. 
es ) " a"i (1 " a"a ) 1	 [5.2]
NO -e-$ )	 (Ca ..e-o )
where 8„ is the Planck blackbody formula, a 	 (1-,e)/(1+/F) and-p
rr3e T63 3 and Av [Hxj is the line width, full width half maximum. Having
solved for T and nHI above, C63 Is determined. Using equations 3.27
and 3.44 in 3.26, for I63 = .030 erg s"1 cm"2 sr"1, we obtain 963 =
.38, The only free parameter in 5.2 above is T fi33 the line center opti"
_I
it
1
a
1	
^I
I
a
cal depth, given by equation 5.1. Using Figure 3.4 to find therelative
level populations at T = 350 0K, n 	 2.3x105 cm- 3 we have:
3.9	 f
T63 " =---
AvD
where Avp is expressed in km s" 1 and we have used N01 =.4.5x10-4
NHI ; NHI = 7.3x10 21 cm-2 . To produce the observed 63 um intensity
(I63 = .030 erg s"
1 
cm
-2 
sr" 1 )we require T 63 = 2.0. The Doppler width
of the line is then Avp = 1.9 `km s"1 , or a line width (FWHM) of
'I
- -w
Ise
nv R 3,2 km s"1
This line width is somewhat smaller than, but consistent with the C109a
recombination line widths measured by Jaffe and Pankonin. Their mea-
sured line widths range from 1.7 »7.6 km s"1 with an average line width
of 3#RtI.2 km s»1 9 Thus, the [013 lines most probably arise from HI
Impact excitation of 01 in the carbon recombination line emitting CII
region.
5.9-4.2. Trapezium region model.
To model the enhanced emission from the Trapezium region, we must
first subtract the contribution due to the broadbeam model. This leaves
us with [013 intensities:
t	 ti
a
;I
I68 = 0032	 1145"" 3.51.740"3 erg s"1 `cm"2 sr"1
The optical sodium D lire work of Isobe (1980) and the bidimen-
sional photometry of Laques and Vidal (1979) reveal the presence of
globules, i.e. neutral gas condensations embedded within the Trapezium 	 `+
cluster. These globules could be remnants of the original molecular	
l^	
i
cloud from which the Trapezium stars formed [evaporation timescales
j
3x104
 years, consistent with the age of the cluster (Vidal, 1982)] or
might have formed from elephant trunk intrusions of neutral gas into the
H11 region, a la Pottasch (1965),
1
Each globule (typical diameters < .002 pc) will have an associated
189
CII front enveloping it, in much the same way CII regions envelop GMC's
in the galactic plane (Chapter h).- In many cases the carbon will be
Ionized throughout, the globule "- then the entire neutral region becomes
a good source of [013 emission.
If we assume the conditions in these CII regions to be similar to
those from which our broadbeam emission arises (T - 3500K, n
HI -
2 0 3x10$ cm-1 ) and take°a line width of - 4 km 's" 1 , then the measured
63 p m intensity requires a line center optical depth T6 3 - 2.0. This
corresponds to a column density of atomic hydrogen in the COIF emitting
regions of the order NHI - 10 22 cm-2 . The optically thin 145 um
Intensity is then:
1 145 " 3.0x10"3 erg s"i cm"
2
 sr"l
This is smaller than the observed intensity but well within the
measurement errors.
We thus require roughly one globule along a typical line of sight
In the Trapeziumto explain the observed emission. This is consistent
with the conclusions of Isobe (1980). The extra CII region in the
Trapezium would also give rise to enhanced carbon recombination line
emission, which is also measured. Our results are summarized in Table
5.3.
1
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We have made the first astronomical detections of the 145,53 um
COI] Line through observations of the Orion Nebula. By comparing
observations of the 3P3 - 3 PO (157,74 um) transition of CiI we are able
to deduce that these three emission lines all arise in dense CII regions
at the interfaces between the ionized gas and molecular cloud in Orion,
Using the 145,63 um to 157,73 um line intensity ratios, we are able to
determine that these regions are at a temperature T - 350°K with
number density of hydrogen atoms nNI - 2`.340 5 cm"3 . We show that
}r
the 63.17 um E013 line is self-absorbed with line center optical depth
't	 T63 - 2,0. This is the first such determination of an optically thick
FIR fine structure Tine.
r`'
Transition Species Excitationj
Potential a
(e
Ionization
Potential a
(ev)
Wavelength
(microns)
First
Astronomical
observation
2 P 3 »2P1 BI 8,298 655.57 .»»
x	 z
CII 11.260 24.383 ISL7371.002b Russell et al. (1980)
NIII 29.601 47.648 57.3431.003 Moorwood et al. (1980b)
DIV 54.934 77.412 25,87 4-,02 Forrest, McCarthy, and
Houck (1980)
AlI 5.986 89,2371.0025 »»».
Sill 8.151° 16,345 34.814 »»»
PIII 19.725 30.18 17,8854-.007 »»»
'Ps-2P3 FI 17.422 24.7451,001 ..»»
z"	 z""
i
APPENDIX
Selected Far Infrared Fine Structure Transitions 	 20 Iaa)
(After Schadd-Burg%, 1982)
'I
l
1
Transition Species Excitation
Potential a
(eV)
Ionization
Potentiala
(eV)
Wavelength
(microns)
First
Astronomical
Observation
CI »^ 11.260 .3Pi 3PPo,
609,133+.0015 Phillips at al.	 (1980)
NII 14,534 29,601 121.7' *,27 ...»
203.5	 :t.8 ---
OIII 35.116 54.934 51,8161,003 Malnick at al. (1978)
88.355*.008 Ward at a1. (1975)
FIV 62,707 87.138 25.83 .,...
44.25 ^^»
NeV 97,11 126.21 14.32 ^^»
24.28 ±.02 Forrest, McCarthy, and
Houck (1980)
Sil -» 81151 68.473»
129.68 ..
PII 10.486 19.725 32.87 --..
60.68 ; ......
SIII 23.33 34.83 18.7129 8aluteau at al. (1976)
0004
33.456±.001 Moorviood at al. (1980a)
CIIV 39.61 53.46 11.76 1,01
20,38:t.02
,
,
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rv^ ^
I^
^j
r ^
for
IV i.
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i
4	 ,
r,
W
w.:
s
Transition Species Excitation
Potential a
(eV)
Ionization
Potential a
(eV)
Wavelenyrh
(microns)
First
Astronomical
Observation
3Po »3Py,2 01 «» 13.618 145.52547 Stacey et ai. (1983a)
3P1»3p2
63,17000p85 Melnick at al, (1979)
*.00003
FII 17.422 34,970 67.16 «.»
29.33 »M»
NeIII 40.962 63,45 36.02 Shure at al. (1984)
15.55 Pottasch et al. (1984)
NaIV 71,64 98.91 21.29 »»»
9.039 »MM
SI »- 10.360 561309k601 »^»
25.2490 »»
*.0003
C1II 12,967 23.81 33.281 »»»
14,368 »»»
ArIII 27,629 40,74 21.84*.1 Shure et al. (1984a)c
8.9910 Gillett, Forrest, and
4• 00002 Merrill (1973)
'D3-'D4 FeI »» 7.870 24.04 »»»
FeIII 16.18, 30.651 22.93 »»
5D2»503 FeI 34,71
»»
FeIII 33.04 »^»
SDI"D2 FeI 54.31 _ -
NMI 51.68 »
SDOJDI Fei 111.18
---
FeIII 105.4
Transition Species Excitation
Potentiala
(eV}
Ionization
Potential a
(eV)
Wavelength
(microns)
First
Astronomical
Observation
6 D^ Gps Fell .7.870 16.18 26.99 «»
2	 2
6Ds«6D7 35.352 M««
2	 2
6D3-6D5 51.28' r.
2	 2
6DI-6D3 87.41 »»
2	 z"
S Dy«SDs FeV 54.8 75.0 20.79 «»»
SD3»SD2 25.97
« »
%D SD I 36050 ...
5 DI«SDp 68.97 «..»
.
195
M
l
I	
t
a From hang (1980).
Excitation Potential T Energy needed to form the species,
	
sIonization Potential
	 Energy needed to ionize the species.
b Crawford et al. (1985).
c Possible detection.
}
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